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Foreword
Allan Gla tthi.irn has provided us with a practical and useful guide to

current practiceS in supervision. He certainly achieVeS his stated
purposeto establish a rationale for a "differentiated System" for the
supervision of instruction.

ProfeSSor Glatthorn also presents a concise analysis of the key
characteristics of various forms of the four approaches he espouses:
clinical supervision, cooperative professional development, self-
directed development, and administrative monitoring. For each ap-proach, he furnishes a review of related research, illustrative exam-
ples, and citations of major strengths and potential weaknesses. His
suggestions for implementation add an Important dimension to the
work. The inclusion of numerous excellent references provides the
reader with the information needed to study each of the four ap=
proaches in greater detail.

The unusually fine blend of theory, research; critical analysis, and
review of promising practices is inkeeping with ASCD's long tradition
of highlighting a broad range of effective alternatives in all aspects of
supervision, curriculum development, and instruction. It will be
equally helpful to teachers, administrators; supervisors, and the many
other diverse audiences who are interested in the improverhent of
instruction.

PHIL C. ROBINSON

President, 1984=85
Association for Supervision and

Curriculum Development



Introduction
Thfs work is the culmination of several years of research in develop-

ing and testing a differentiated systeth of supervision. Its essential
thesis is that all teachers do not need clinical supervision and that
eXperienced and competent teachers should have some options.

The work begins by establishing a rationale for such a differentiated
approach, arguing from both the needs ofthe teacher and the resources
of the organization. The next four chapters examine the four uptiOnS to
be offered to teachers: clinical supervision; the intensive observation
and feedback conducted by a trained supervisor; cooperative profes-
sional development in which small teams of peers work together for
their mutual growth; self directed development, in which the individual
teacher assumes primary responsibility for his or her own growth; and
administrative Monitoring, a process by which the administrator con-
ducts brief -drop-in" visits and conferences. Chapter 6 examines 41e-
dal resources that can be used in several of the optional triodes:
student feedback, videotape analysis, and the reflective journal. The
last chapter suggests an implementation process that haS been found
to be generally effective. And I emphasize in the last chapter that each
school Should develop its own version of the system, after teachers;
supervisors, and administrators have had an opportunity to discuss
these ideas and examine their own needs.

Readers should understand that I do not offer the differentiated
system as a definitive answer to the problem of providing effective
supervision. Our experience in several fi -Acl tests indicates that the
system is feasible and suggests that it has positive effects on those who
participate. But it is not a panacea for the ills of teaching; It will not be
effective in all schools or with all teachers.

As noted above, the system has been_ developed through several
years of pilot testing and research. I therefore wish to acknowledge my
professional and personal indebtedness to all those doctoral students
who implemented the pilot studies, conducted the evaluations, and
helped me improve the differentiated approach through their con=
structive feedback: Joan Shapiro, Judy Beck; Julian Chalker, Earl Ball,
Gary Cooper, and SiSter Carmel Regina Shields: I also wish to thank all
the supervisors, administrators, and teachers who cooperated in those
studies.

Allan A. Glattlitirn

vii
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CHAPICER

1

tionale
erentiated

Supervision

achers should have some choice abbut the kind of supervision they
receivein contrast to the situation that prevails in most schools.

In typical schools all teachers are obServed once or twice a year by the
principal; usually to evaluate performance. In some forward-looking
schools the principal or supervisor tries to provide clinical supervi=
sion to all teachers. In neither situation are teachers given a choice. All
are treated the same, even thoUgh they have very different needs.

In the differentiated system, teachers can choose, within limitS,
whether they wish to receive clinical supervision, work with a col-
league in a prograiri of cooperative development, direct their own
professional growth, or have their teaching monitored by an adminiS7
trator. They are given options; in the expectation that their individual
choices will be more responsive to their special needs.

The Nature of Supervision
Before presenting g rationale for the differentiated approach, it

might be useful to define more precisely the way the term supervision
is used in this work. In many texts on supervision the term is used in its
broadest sense. For ekartiple, Harris (1975) defines it this way:

What school personnel do with adultS and things to maintain or
change the school operation in wely. that directly influence the
teaching proCesses employed to promote pupil teaming (p. 10).
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While such broad definitions are useful in examining the total
supervisory function; they are too comprehensive for the present work;
which is concerned primarily with the supervision of classroom in-
struction. In this work; therefore, the term is used with this meaning:

Supervision tS Q process of facilitating the professional of a
teacher, primarily by giving the teacher feedback about classroom
interactions and he:ping the teacher make Else of that feedback in
order to make teaching more eftectiife.
This definition excludes some important inethodS of facilitating

professional growth, such as providing inserviee programs and iriVO/

ing the teacher in curriculum development. While such activities are
clearly useful and productive, they are not the concern of this Work.
And the definition by its intent also excludes the systematic _evaluation
of teaclIer performance. Teacher evaluation is a critical furietion of
school adininiStration, but it should be perceived as a functiOn diStinct
from supervision. If a school district decides to implement a differ-
entiated supervision program, it is assumed that the district will
continue to use whatever teacher evaluation system it has found effec-
tive.

So this monograph is concerned with a differentiated system Of
instructional supervision, one that gives the teacher some choice
about how instruction is supervised.

A Rationale for the Differentiated SkStm
Why is the system needed? There are three major reasons why a

differentiated approach seems desirable.
First, the standard supervisory practice of administrators and

supervisors is often both inadequate and ineffective. The findings of
Lovell and Phelps (1976) about supervisory practices in Tennessee
seem typical of the nation as a whole and, along with those of several
other studies, provide evidence for the inadequacy of present practice.
More than 80 percent of the teachers surveyed reported that they had
not been observed during the year in questionand When obServa-
dons were made, they typically were neither preceded nor followed by
a conference. And other evidence about the ineffectiVeneSS of Standard
supervisory practices is abundant. For example, 70 percent of the
teachers in Young and Heichberger's (1975) survey indicated that they
believe supervisors are often perceived as "potentiallY darigerbuS,"
And less than one=third of the teachers in eau elti and ReaviS'S (1980)
study rated their supervisory services as "high."

9
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Second, it is neither feasible nor necessary to provide clinical super-
vision to all teacher-S. To begin with; clinical supervision is so time-
consuming that it is not practical to use with all teachers. To under-
stand this difficultY, consider the viewpoint of a supervisor in a large
school system. During a 40-hour week, that supervisor probably
spends about three hours a week on classroom observation and inser-
vice education, if recent surveys can be trusted. (See Sullivan's 1982
survey for data on supervisory time allocations.) In a 36-week school
year therefore, that supervisor would be able to deVdte approximately
100 hours to instructional supervisionenough time to provide inten-
sive clinical supervision to only 10 teachers-, if the Supervisor followed
the guidelines offered by such experts GOldhammer (1969) and
Cogan (1973). Obviously, no district can afford to have one supervisor
for every ten teachers.

Even if it were feasible to provide cliniCal supervision to all teachers,
it would simply not be necessary. Clinical supervision was first de-
veloped to assist student teachers, and according to Blumberg (1980)
and other experts in the field of supervision; beginning teachers seem
to profit most from its intensive scrutiny. There is no conclusive evi-
dence that clinical supervision improves the performance of compe-
tent, experienced teachers. In fact, they often consider it the least
useful of all the functionS the supervisor can provide, as Ritz and
Cashell's (1980) study noted. (See Chapter 2 for a more thorough
review of the research on clinical supervision.)

The third argument in faVer of differentiated supervision is that
teachers have different growth needs and learning styles. They differ,
first, in the type of interaction they prefer. Copeland's (1980) study is
one of several that conclude that some teachers prefer a directive
supervisory_ style, While others prefer non-directive interactions.
Teachers differ also about the supervisory relationships they prefer.
Young and Heichberger report that 62 percent of the teachers they
surveyed preferred a "helping" relationship, while 36 percent wanted
a "colleague-ship" relationship. And they differ in the kinds ofenvi-
ronments in which they work and in their ability to learn in that
environment. After studying several thousand teachers, Joyce and
McKibbin (1982) concluded, "Enormous differenceS exist in the extent
to which teachers pull g.--o,vth-producing experiences -rom their envi-
ronment and exploit personal and professional activities" (p. 36). And
the irony, of course, is that administrators and supervisors who urge
teachers to individualize their teaching rarely individualize their
supervising.

0



How can supervision be individualized? One proposal that deserves
careful attention is that advanced by Glickman (1981). After arguing
that teachers can be classified_ as one of four types (analytical obser-
vers, teacher dropouts, professionals, and unfocused workers),
Glickman recommends that the supervisor respond differentially to
each type: The supervisor can work toward that ideal [of enabling
each teacher to become a Professional] by assessing the current levels
of teacher development, taking each teacher at his or her level, and
helping the teacher move toward the next stage of development"
(p. 51). In a sense, Glickman's proposal offers the teacher four varieties
Of clinical supervision, depending on the teacher's present growth
State.

While the Glickman proposal seems based on a sound rationale, it
can be faulted on two grounds. First, I am reluctant to categorize
teachers as he does. While I am aware of the research on adult learning
styles, I do not believe that enough is known about adult growth to
warrant attaching labels to complex individuals; Second, it seems
unrealistic to hope that busy supervisors can find the time and mar-
shal the energy to make individual assessments and respond uniquely
to each teacher.

An Overview of the Differentiated System
The differentiated system advocated in this work takes a very differ-

ent approach; Instead of categorizing teachers and responding to them
accordingly, it lets teachers decide which options they wish. Instead of
making more demands on supervisor time; it helps the supervisor
focus his or her efforts where they are most critically needed. And
instead of offering the teacher four varieties of clinical supervision, it
gives the teacher a choice of four types of supervision: clinical supervi-
sion, cooperative professional development, self-directed develop-
ment, and administrative monitoring;

Even though each option is explained more fully in the following
four chapters; a brief overview should be useful at this point.

1. Clinical supervision is an intensive process designed to improve
instruction by conferring with a teacher on lesson planning, observing the
lesson, analyzing the observational data, and giving the teacherfeedback
about the observation. This clinical supervisory cycle is repeated sev-
eral times throughout the year, as part of a systematic plan for profes-
sional growth developed by the supervisor and the teacher; Clinieal

11
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supervision should he provided by an adminiStrator or supervisor
trained in its special techniques. It seems to be most needed by begin-
ning teachers, who are still acquiring the basic skills of teaching, and
by experienced teachers who are encountering serious difficulties in
the classroom.

2: Cooperative professional development is a collegial process in
which a small group of teacherS agree to work together for their own
professional growth. They observe each other's classes; give each other
feedback about those observations, and discuss common professional
concerns. They can also collaborate in a range of other instructional
activities, if they wish. It is much less intensive and systematic than
clinical supervision, since the teachers are not trained in supervisory
skills and do not have the time for long and involved conferences. It
seems most useful for eiperienced, competent teachers who value
collegiality.

3. Self:di rec ted development enables the individual teacher to work
independently on professional growth concerns._ The teacher develops
and carries out an individualized plan for professional growth; with
the administrator or supervisor serving as a resource. Self-directed
development seems most useful for experienced, competent teachers
WhO prefer to work alone.

4. Administrative monitoring, as the term ithplies, is a process by
which an administrator monitors the work of the staff making brief and
unannounced visits simply to ensure that ihe staff are carrying out as-
signments and responsibilities in a professional manner. While many
texts on supervision scoff at such "drop-in" monitoring, there is per-
suasive evidence that such monitoring is a key aspect of the principal's
role in instructional leadership. (See; for example, Leithwood and
Montgomery's 1982 review.) All teachers can profit from such
monitoring when it is performed by a sensitive and trusted leader. And
it should be noted here that this monitoring, unlike the other three
options, might include an evaluative element.

As is explained more fully in Chapter 7; there are many ways school
systems can combine these options and make them available to
teacher-S. In general, however; the research that my doctoral students
and I have carried out indicates that the differentiated system works
bet when teachers are given a choice of the four options, with the
principal maintaining the right to veto any choice considered unwise.
(See Shields' 1982 study, for example.) And the choiceS usually made
reflect the faculty diversity alluded to above. Thus, in a typical faculty
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of 50, the choiceS Might be distributed in this fashion: 5;

cooperative, 10; self=directed, 5; monitoring, 30.
Our research indicates that the differentiated system has several

advantages. It respondS to the individual needs of teachers by giving
them a choice of supervisory Mode. Obviot!sly, itenables the adminis-
trator and supervisor to focus clinical efforts where they are most
needed; (One principal can effectively_ provide clinical supervision to
five teachersbut could not reasonably Offer it to 50.) And our re-
search indicates that implementing the system usually has a positive
impact on teachers' perceptionS of school climate. They value the fact
that they are given a choice, and they appreciate the professional
dialogue encouraged by the differentiated approach.

The differentiated system obviously is not without its own prob-
lems. The cooperative and self-directed options require teachers to
invest some time and effort in their own professional development
and even some conscientious teachers are reluctant to give up any
more time when they ali.eady are too busy and are feeling overworked.
For maximum effeetiveness, the differentiated system requires the
active leaderthip of skilled and committed administratarS and super-
visors; such leaders are already busy coping with existing demands
and are understandably hesitant to implement yet another time-con-
suming innovation. And as yet there is no solid evidence that the
differentiated approach will result in improved teaching. The research
on the total system and its several components for the most part has
been of an exploratOry Sort; and while it has been encouraging, it is as

yet not definitive.
But the differentiated approach can work. It's a feasible way to give

teachers a choice and to enable supervisors to focus their energies
where they are most needed. That seems reason enough to explore its
components more fully and to examine how it can best be im-
plemented:

13



Supervision

A s suggested in Chapter 1, one of the optionS that should be offered
teachers is clinical supervision. To make this component more

effective for those needing the clinical mode, this Chapter attempts to
accomplish several related objectives: amplify the definition of clini-
cal supervision; review the research on its effectiveness; describe cur-
rent approaches to clinical supervision; eXplain in detail "learning-
centered supervision"; and discuss some implementation issues.

The Wildfire of Clinical Supervision
Clinical supervision; as defined in Chapter 1, is an intensive process

designed to improve instruction by conferring with the teacher on
lesson planning; observing the lesson, analyzing the observational
data and giving the teacher feedback about the observation._ This
definition, of course, presents a somewhat simplifiedpicture of what is
a rather complex process. As Cogan (1973) sees clinical supervision; it
involves eight phases:

1. Establishing the supervisory relationship: build a relationship of
trust and support and induct the teacher into the role of co-supervisor.

Planning lessons and units with the teacher: determine objec=
fives, concepts, teaching-learning techniques; materials, and assess:
ment methods.

14



3. Panning the observation strategy: teacher and supervisor dis-
cuss the data to be gathered and the methods for gathering the data.

4. Observing in-class instruction.
5. Analyzing the observational data to determine patterns ofbehav-

idt and critical incidents of teaching and learning.
6. Planning the conference strategy: set tentative conference objec-

tives and processes.
7. Conferring to analyze data.
8. Resuming the planning: complete the cycle by determin;ng fu-

ture directions for growth and planning the next unit or lesson.

Other researchers, of course, have developed their own versions of

the supervisory cycle in a clinical relationship, usuallyby reducing the
number ofand re= naming the phases. In general; however, most agree
that the critical phases are planning; observing, analyzing, and
providing feedback.

The Research on Mika Sap-ervision
What is knoWri about the effectiveness of clinical supervision? After

reviewing the available research on clinical supervision; Sullivan
(1980) reaches a rather disheartening conclusion: " . . the amount and
quality of research is insufficient to support generalizations concern-
ing the [clinical] model" (pp. 2Z-23). And in a rather recent work;
Acheson and Gall (1980) note that they were not able to locate any
studies proving that teachers who are clinically supervised produce
better student achievement than teachers who are not so supervised;
While it is unwise at this point to speak of "conclusions" and "reliable
generalizations" about the effectiVeness of clinical Supervision, the
research does suggest some tentative findings that can be used as
guidelines by supervisors;

_1. Teachers tend to favor a supervisor who is close and supportive
(Gordon, 1976).

2. Most teachers and administrators agree with the basic assump-
tions of clinical supervision (Eaker, 1972).

3. teachers seem to prefer clinical supervision to traditional super=
vision and believe that the techniques of clinical supervision are
worthwhile (ReaViS, 1977; Shinn, 1976).

4. CliniCal supervision can change a teacher's behavior in the direc-
tion desired (Garitiari, 1971; Kerr, 1976; Krajewski; 1976; Shuma,
1973);

15



5. Supervisors using a clinical approach seem More open and ac-
cepting in post-observation conferences than those using a traditional
approach (Reavis, 1977).

6. Teachers differ in the type of supervisory interactions they prefer;
there is some evidence that experienced teachers prefer non-directive
supervision, while beginning teachers seem to Prefer a more direct
Style (Copeland, 1980).

These tentative findings, weak as they are do not seem to provide
sufficient basis for relying on the standard components of clinical
supervision as the only system for improving instruction. Con=
sequently, there has been a great deal of interest among supervision
leaders in developing improved versions ofor alternatives to the Stan-
dard approach to clinical supervision;

Current Approaches to
Supersishin

Three major alternatives seem worthy of serious consideration: Sci=
entific supervision, accountable supervision, and artistic supervision.

Scientific Supervision
Scientific supervision is clinical supervision that focuses on those

teacher behaviorS that its advocates claim are clearly supported by
scientific research. (Foran excellent review of the history and claims of
scientific supervision; see McNeil, 1982). Perhaps the most well known
of the scientific approaches is that of Madeline Hunter, Who, after
reviewing the research on teaching and learning,prescribes a model of
teaching with nine specific components (Russell and Hunter; 1980).

1 . Diagnosis; Identify a general objective and assess pupils' present
attainment in relation to it.

2; Specific objectives. On the basis of thediagnosis, select a specific
objective for the daily lesson.

3; Anticipatory set. Focus attention, review previous learning, and
develop readiness for what is to come.

4; Perceived purpose. Clarify the objective for the pupils; explain its
importance, and relate it to previous learning.

5. Learning opportunities. Choose learning opportunities that will
help learners achieve objectives.

6. Modeling. Provide both a verbal and a visual example of what is
to be learned.

16



7. Check for understanding. Assess the extent to which pupils are
achieving objectives.

8. Guided practice. Guide pupils' practice of learning, checking to
see that they can perform successfully.

9. Independent practice. Give pupils opportunity to practice the
new skill on their own.

The Hunter model and others similar to it seem to be gaining wide
acceptance in the profession for what are perhztps obvious reasons.
First, they appeal because they are teacher-centered. While they vary in
their particulars, in essence they all seem to be essentially similar
versions of direct instruction: a set of teacher-centered pedagogical
techniques that have generally appealed to most teachers; They also
appeal becaUSe they appear to be research-based. The scientific mod-
els, their advocates claim, are supported by several studies of teacher
effectiveness, which indicate that in general pupil achievement (as
measured by standardized achievement tests) improves when
teachers use the methods eSpoused. (See, for example, Medley's 1979
review.) And the scientific models appeal because of their simplicity;
they say, in essence, "Here'S a nine-step prescription for successful
teaching."

The scientific models, of course, are not without their critics. Fen-
stermacher (1978) observes that the direct instruction research sup-
porting the scientific models doe§ not give sufficient attention to the
intentions of the teacher. Peterson (1979) notes that the research sup=
porting direct instruction is not persuasive. Her review of all the
studies supposedly favoring direct instruction points out that only
small effects are attributable to direct instruction. She further notes
that the research tends to show that "Open classroom" techniques,
when compared to direct instruction methods, lead to greater creatiV:
ity and more positive attitudes toward learning. Cane (1981) is even
more critical of its narrowness:

, .
Tne investigatiOnS [from which the direct mstructzon model erives]
have tended to be empirical, behavioral; correktional, and prescrip-
tive: the typical study _lacks theoretical foundation, focuses on ac-
tion more than thought, entails interventions that are poorly con-
trolled, yet eventuates in advice to the teacher on how to conduct
classroom instruction. . . (p. 53).
HoWeVer, the greatest weakness of the Hunter model and those

similar to it is that they present one model of teaching as if it were the
only Model. Observe the difficulty in trying to apply the Hunter nine-
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step prescription to an inquiry lesson in science or a creative project in
industrial arts. It makes more sense to see teaching as diverse and
various, as Joyce and Well (1980) see it. Those familiar with their work
will remember that they describe 23 models of teaching, not just one.

Accountable Supervision
Accountable supervision is concerned not with what the teacher

does but with what the pupil learns. As described by McNeil (1971); the
supervisor who uses an "accountable" approach begins by helping the
teacher determine what learning objectives will be emphasized during
a given lesson. The supervisor and teacher also agree in the planning
conference about how learning will be assessed. Then; when the super-
visor visits the classroom, he or she observes primarily to determine
whether pupils have achieved the intended objective. Issues of teach-
ing method are considered only in light of pupil attainment: if a
particular method seems to help that group of pupils learn with that
teacher, then it is considered praiseworthyas long as there are no
undesirable side-effects, such as boredom or negative attitudes toward
the subject matter.

There is some evidence to support the usefulness of this approach.
Young and Heichberger (1975) indicated that 70 percent of the
teachers they surveyed approved of the supervisor and teacher agree-
ing on instructional objectives and then working together to evaluate
those objectives; And a study by Smithman and Lucio (1974) con-
cluded that pupils whose teachers were evaluated by objectives out-
performed those whose teachers were evaluated on a rating scale.
Those who are reluctant to embrace the model typically express the
reservations that the term accountable usually elicits: measurable
objectives are often the least important outcomes of teaching; an
emphasis on measurement causes teachers to set only narrow and
easily attained goals; and the assessment measures ordinarily used by
teachers in the classroom do not validly measure affective and high-
er-order cognitive goals.

Artistic Supervision
Artistic supervision is an approach to supervision developed chiefly

by Elliot Eisner (1982), who defines it as:
. . an approach to supervision that relies on the sensitivity, percep-
tivity, and knowle.dge of the supervisor as a way of appreciating the
significant subtkties occurring in the classroom, and that exploits
the expressive, poetic, and often metaphorical potential of language

-18
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to convey to teachers or to others whose decisions affect what goes
on in schools, what has been observed (13. 59).

Eisner sees the supervisor as a connoisseur of teaching who attempts
to appreciate both the overall quality and the distinctive character of
the performance. The supervisor then reports those perceptions in the
language of educational criticism; which Eisner sees as analogous to
film criticism and music criticismlanguage that helps others appre-
ciate what has been created or performed.

While as yet there appear to be no reports of its effectiveness, the
accounts of artistic supervision reported in Eisner's works (see; for
example, The Educational Imagination; 1979) seem to provide evi-
dence of the usefulness of this approach; Those trained in artistic
supervision can obviously render accounts of teaching that comple-
ment the standard "objective" reports of the clinical supervisor; These
accounts, written by Eisner's students, are impressionistic, rather
than attempting to be objective; they strive to capture the whole world
of the classroom, rather than focusing solely on the teacher's behavior;
and their language is metaphoric and replete with sensory images,
rather than being entirely literal. And, perhaps most important, they
attempt to interpret the meaning of the classroom world, rather thai
evaluating or changing the behavior of the participants in that world.

Rather than being perceived as a substitute for other forms of super-
vision, artistic supervision is perhaps more wisely used as a comple-
ment to the scientific and accountable approaches. As Sergiovanni
(1982) notes, its chief value is in providing a theoretical-normative
avenue to lcnowledge: it interprets the meaning of the classroom by
examining the teacher's belief system as it determines classroom life.

Learning,Centered Supervision
Each of these three approaches to supervision has advantages and

disadvantages. In the process of training supervisors and directing
doctoral research on supervision, I have developed an approach
which I call teaming-centered supervisionthat attempts to build
upon the strengths of these three, while adding its own particular
emphases. Learning-centered supervision is concerned with helping
teachers learn about their own teaching and its effects, so that they can
become active problem solvers in their own classrooms; it posits the
learning activities of students as the appropriate focus of the class-
room observation; and it attempts to facilitate the learning of the
supervisor by using the teacher as a source of feedback. It includes

Ira
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seven major components: opening conference, pre-observation con7
ference, unfocused observation; focused observation, observational
analysis, feedbaCk -conference; and formative assessment conference.

Opening Conference
This initial Conference is more than just a friendly "get-acquainted"

session. It is a time to accomplish three important purposes: identify
any immediate problems that need attention; share views about pro-
fessional issues; and develop the supervisory contract. As figure I
indicates you begin the conference by helping the teacher feel at ease
and by laying out the purposes of the conference. You then turn your
attention to any specific problems that the teacher needs help with
textbooks not available, supplies not provided; schedule unclear, and
so on; These concerns are a g6od place_ to begin because they are
probably foremost in the teacher's Mind. It is difficult to think clearly
about long-term problems until today's vexations are dealt with By
beginning with these practiCal concerns, you also convey the impres-
sion that your function is to help, not to evaluate.

Figure I. Opening Conference Agenda

1. EStablish a comfortable atmosphere and explain conference purpose.
2. Discover if any immediate problems require attention.
3. Exrilore teacher's and share supervisor's views about:

a. The nature of the learner.
b. The purposes of schooling
c. The school curriculum and the subject taught.
d. Approach to teaching and general teaching style.
e. Preferences about lesson planning.
f. Classroom environment and classroom Management.
lg. The supervisory relationship: supervision as mutual learning.

4. Discuss the supervisory contract:
a. Who will observe?
b. How often will observations be made?
C. Will they be announced or unannouncedor both?
d; Will observational data frrim supervisory visits be shared with

evaluators?
e: Will a pre-ol:wervation conference always beheld? -
f. What form will feedback takeand when will it occur?
g. What does the supervisor eicpect about the courtesies of the visit

should lesson plans be offered, textbook made available, presence ac-
knowledged, participation invited?

h. May the teacher request that an unannounced visit be deferred?
i. What other supervisory resources are available to the teacher?

5. Close conference on positive note.
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1-4 1)11FFERETIATED SIPERVISION

It is wise to limit this phase of the conference: answer questions,
make clear what you cannot do; and make notes on items requiring a
follow-up; My experience suggests that ten minutes should be ample.
Then move the conference to the next phase: sharing views.

I emphasize the sharing aspect of this next phase. It is a time for you
to understand the teacher's beliefs; but it is also a time to make clear
your own theories and principles; This exchange shoWS hOW the Shar=

ing might take place:
Supervisor: I'd be interested in hearing you talk about the kind of

classroom environment you would like to have. (Asks open que.stio.)
TeaCher: Middle school youngsters need a firm hand. I think I take a

no-nonsense approach to classroom discipline;
Supmisor: You see yourself as very task-oriented then? (Reflects to

invite fuller explanation.)
Teacher: I think so. I have Work on the board when they walk into the

room; I push hard. I keep them busy. I try to keep them working right
up to the bell; That way there's never any trouble.

Supervisor: In general the research supports your approach, at least
when it comes to pupil achievement. But my experience suggests that
middle school youngsters will have better attitudes about a classroom
where there is some informality; an occasional break from task-en-
gagement. (Affirms general tenor of comment; begins to explore area of
difference.) How do you feel about that matter? (Invites response and
discussion.)

Notice that the supervisor takes time to listen to and understand the
teacher's approach to classroom environment. Her question of reflec-
tion gives him a chance to make clear that he is highly task-oriented in
working with middle school learners. The superViSor then begins to
explore an area of difference; she doesn't simply accept his position
with a non-directive response. She wants to be sure that her own
values here are made explicit; Yet she does so withOtit being heavy=
handed; her question invites further discussion,

This open exchange of views might touch on all the issues identified
in Figure 1 or it might focus on only a few; RegardleSs of the number
of issues discussed, there are two central objectives ofthis phase of the
opening conference: (1) to establish a climate of mutual openness,
and (2) to stress that the goal is mutual learning.

With that orientation established, the next step is the supervisory
contract. That discussion of the contract will; of course; have to be
more directive in its tone, since for the most part you will be explaining
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district policies, not negotiating an agre.::ment. Figme 1 lists the spe=
cific items that probably need to be covered. it might be useful to
prepare a question-answer sheet dealing with these issues, since it is
important for both parties- haVe a clear ,:nderstanding about these
matters. Such a sheet might be Presented in this way:

I f I may, f' like to move now to a dis,..,U.S.SIOn of the specifics of our
supervisory relationship. I've prepar .d a handout that lists most of
the questions our teachers have alnna supervision, atong tvith the
answers we've come up with SO far. rd like you to take a copy of this
along with you and perhaps we could talk for a few minutes now
about some of the more important items.

The opening conference closes with the StiperviStir making a few
summary observations and noting that lie or she anticipates a produc-
tive supervisory relationship with the teacher.

Pre-Ob-Servation Conference
Experts in clinical supervision seem_ to agree that every observation

should be preceded by a pre-observation conference. However, there
are occasions when you may see fit to deviate from this practice. You
and the teacher might agree that you have such a clear understanding
of the teacher's planning and teaching Methods that some pre-
observation conferences might be well omitted You may feel so
pressed for time that you decide to omit a pre-observation conference
daring one particular cycle. Or you may find that you have some time
available for observation on a day When you had not planned to
observeand you visit unannounced, without having held a pre-013=
servation conference. In general, hOWever, the pre-observation confer-
ence is so useful that it should be a basic part of the supervisory cycle.

It might be appropriate at this point to discuss the issue of an
flounced and unannounced visits. For the most part supervisory visits
should be announced and Planned. Announcing or agreeing about the
date and time of a forthcoming visit gives you and the teacher an
opportunity to discusS in detail the teacher's plans for that class. And
as noted more fully beloW, this discussion of planningcan be one of the
most effective aspects of the supervisory process. On the other hand, an
announced visit Will Make some teachers unduly anxious and ap-
prehensive; they prefer unannounced visits. And announcing a visit
makes it more likelV that you will see an atypical performance: the
teacher might make special plans or coach the students.

One solution to this dilemma is to inform the teacher aboUt the
general plan to visit; without providing details about day and Period:



murcitswriAtTED SUPERVISION

I'd like to visit one of your 7th -grade claSSes some time this week is
there any date that would not be gOod for you Could you give me a
general idea of what your 7 th=graders are studying, so that 1 can be
better prepared?
The agenda suggested in Figure 2 is appropriate for an announced

visit. Thu begin by asking the teacher to give you a general sense of the
clasStheir ability, their characteristics as a groupand to inform
you of any students who have special problems. You then ask the
leacher to talk about their general academic progress. What unit is
being studied? How does that unit relate to the instructional goals of
that year?

Figure 2. Pre:Observation Conference Agenda

I: What are the general CharaCteriStieS of this class? What should an observer
know about them as a group?

2. Are any individual studentS experiencing learning at behavior problems?
3. What general academic progress have they made? Where are they in rela-

tion to your goals for the year?
4. What are your specific objectives for the class session to be observed ?_
5. What is your general pacing strategy? About how much time do you plan to

devote to each major objective?
6. What teaching methods and learning activities do you plan to use in order

to accomplish those objectives?
7. How do you plan to assess learning and give students feedback?
8. What alternative scenarios have you thought about in case one of the

planned activities does not work out?
9. Is this observation to be unfocused or focused? If focused; what will be the

focus of the observation?

With this general background presented, you then move the discus-
Sion to four important aspects of planning: objectives, pace of learn7
ing; methods, and assessment strategies. Each will require caret:II
analysis and diSctiSMort. Ih such an analysis, should you be somewhat
non-directive or more directive in your approach? The answer is not a
simple one. Consider these factors:

Teachers vary in their preferences. Some teachers prefer super-
visors who are more directive;

I Teachers vary in their needs. Some beginning teachers_ do not
have enough experience to respond profitably to a non-directive con=

ference.
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Supervisors have their own preferred ways of interacting with
other professionals.

The research is not conclusive in supporting one style over
another;

As you think through this issue, keep in mind the dangers of giving
too much advice. If you become too directive and tell the teacher what
to do, then the teacher takes your plan to the classroom. If things go
badly, the response from the teacher is predictable: "Your ideas didn't
work out so well."

For the most part, learning-centered supervision calls for a prob:
tern-solving style: you participate actively in the conference, helping
the teacher solve the planning problcinS. You pose questions, help the
teacher anticipat. consequences, assist the teacher in thinking about
options, offer data You avoid the passive; non-directive style of simply
acknowledging and reflecting; and you avoid the leading, directive
style of giving advice and making judgments. Here's an example of the
problem-solving style at work in a pre-observation conference:

Supervisor: How do you plan to help your students think abotit the
audience for whom they are writing? (Raises question about inethod.)

Teacher: I thought I would have them do some role playing. They'll
be writing a speech addressed to adults, so I thought I'd put thein in
smallgroups, with the other group members playing the role of some-
what hostile adults;

Supervisor Sounds like an interesting activity. Have they had any
experience this year in role playing? (Affirms one value of inethod
helps teacher think about student readiness]

Teacher: No; this is the first time for us. They might have done it last
year with another teacher.

Supervisor: Maybe. But in a sense, every year is a fresh beginning for
students. If they haven't done it beforeor if they haVe forgotten; what
problems might you anticipate? (Offers data; asks teacher to think about
possibte probterns.)

Teacher: Well, I'm worried that they might turn it into a big joke
you know, a lot of giggling and fooling around.

Supervisor: I think you're right. Let's think together about what you
might do to prevent that from happening; (Sets stage for probtem solv-
ing.)

Such a style makes the teacher an active participant in solving
planning problems and results in an instructional plan for which he or
she feels responsible.



The eighth item on the conference agenda (see Figure 2) asks the
teacher to think about alternative scenarios. Even the best plans go
awry: films do not arrive on time equipment does not operate; stu-
dents do not respond to the activity as hoped; or they arrive in class
without having dOne the assigned work. A good teacher always has
alternative plans in mind; and a good supervisor helps the teacher -
develop such "what -if" alternatives. And the last agenda item; of
course,_ relates to the nature of the forthcoming conference. As ex-
plained more fully below, learning-centered supervision alternates
unfocused observations (the supervisor attempts to observe and note
all relevant behavior), with focused observations (the supervisor ob-
serves and notes only one type of behavior). If the next observation is to
be focused; teacher and supervisor both agree about its specific focus.

One reason this pre-obServation conference is so important is that
teachers seem more open and feel less threatened when they talk about
what they might do in the future. They do not have as much ego
invested in plans as they do in performances.Once they have taught in
a particular way; they feel inclined todefend their actions, even when
such actions have produeed undesirable results.

The Relationship Between Unfocused and Focused
Observations

Let's consider these two methods in relationship with each other,
before discussing them separately, since that relationship is an impor-
tant component of learriing=centered supervision. The overall strategy
goes like this:

1. Begin with an unfocused observation in which you attempt to
observe and note all significant behavior; observe like a camera that
holds the entire scene in view._

2. Analyze the observational data to determine situations in which
learning seems to be facilitated and when it seems to be impeded. To
plan for the feedback conferenCe, tentatively identify some problems
that may need attention and some strengths that the teacher can build
upon;

3. Hold a problem-solving feedback conference, in which you use
the observational data to help the teacher identify an important prob=
km and make plans to solve that problem. As an outcome of the
feedback conference; determine with the teacher what specific aspect
of learning and teaching will be the focus of the next observation.
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4. Hold the focused observation as planned, gathering only those
data that relate to the problem identified.

5. Analyze the data from the focused observation to plan for another
problem-solving conference.

6. Hold another problem-solving conference; as a result Of the prob-
lem solving, determine if the next observation will be unfocused or
focused:

This alternation between unfocused and focused observation is
neither inflexible nor capricious. Instead; it results from collaborative
problem solving between teacher and supervisor; as they decide what
type of observation (and what focus, if any) will help the teacher
continue to develop profeSsionally. Thus; the supervisor and the
teacher are partners a shared inquiry; examining together three
related questionS: What is going on in this classroom? What changeS
might be made to improve learning? What type of observation seems most
useful at this point?

With this general strategy established and its rationale explicated,
let's examine both types of observation in greater detail.

Unfocused Observation
Each supervisor will have a distinct way of Making an unfocused

observation. Below is a sketch ofone methOd thai seems to be effective.
If possible, plan to arrive at a beginning pointthe start of a period

in secondary school or the beginning of the morning or afternoon
session in elementary school. Arriving at one of these transition points
will generate useful information abotit how the teacher handles this
crucial phase of the class meetinghow the teacher gc zs the class
settled, handles the necessary administrative business, and begins the
first learning episode. You then begin to observe.

What do you observe forand what kinds of notes do you take? The
usual advice is to take verbatim notes of all that occurs. If you want to
use a moderately structured form to facilitate making a chronological
record of all that occurs; you might find a form like the one shown in
Figure 3 to be useful. Note the time You identify the teacher's objec=
tive, either recording what the teacher explicitly says about the Objec-
tive or inferring from the teacher's actions what was probably in=
tended. Then note the actions the teacher took to achieve those objec-
tives and the responses the students made to those actions. This form
yields a running account of the three essential components of the
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learning transaction: teacher objectives, teacher actions; student re-
sponses.

Figure 3; Teacher-Centered Observation Form

Teacher: Lisa Lopatin

Teacher
Time Objectives

11:00 interest _Stimulate interest
in writing

11 :02 Get -children to
discuss ideas in
more orderly
fashion

11:04 Provide children
with working
vocabulary

11:08 Have children
Write

11:10 Have children
write a complete
sentence

11:14 Facilitate _

children's Writing

11:19 Facilitate
children's writing

11:22 Facilitate
-children's writing

11 :25 Facilitate
children's writing

11:28 Conclude lesson

Date: 10128183

Teacher
Action:4

Discusses

Halloween
with children:
what they are
going to be

Reminds children
to raise hands and
wait turn

Writes ideaS on
board

PaSSeS out paper

Writes on board: I
want to be

Walks around
room, spelling
words

Walks around
room, spelling
words

Walks around
room-
words

EtplainS children
should find
something quiet to
do when finished

Asks children to
hand in papers

Time: 11:00 a.m.

Student
Responses

Call out ideas

Call out ideas

Call out ideas

Call out questions

Call out questions

Call out questions/
for clarification of
task

Six out of22
children on-task

Six out o f 22
children on -task

Four children
on -task

Children pass
papers, talking
loudly, out of seats



Some experts who advocate scientific supervision suggest using the
Madeline Hunter prescription (orsome variety thereof) as the basis of
an observational form. For example, Mint citi (19821 suggests using a
form that will enable the supervisor to answer the following questions.
Did the teacher:

Set reasonably high standards for the pupils?
Develop anticipatory set, clarifying the objective, relating new

learning to previous learning, and motivating learning?
Assess prior learning?
Provide input, model, and check for tinderStanding?
Provide guided practice for the learning?
Help pupils achieve closure?
Provide opportunities for independent practice?

Such observational methods that focus on the critical acts of teach-
ing are useful, of course. Since they provide the observer and the
teacher with a clear set of guidelineS, thez-e is no uncertainty about the
foci of the observation. And they help the obsii-Ver especially to focus
on what seem to be the important tea-thing functions; reducing the
likelihood that the observation report will be filled with general or
irrelevant comments. They alio readily establish a basis for the shared
discussion of teaching: superViSor and teacher use a common vocabu-
lary.

There are, however, two serious limitations in using such forms to
observe all teachers in all subject fields. Both limitations stem from
the fact that these forms are all based on a single model of teaching
direct instruction that is primarily verbal in nature. First, they focus
unduly on the teacher, shifting the observer's attention away from the
pupils and their interactions and responses. Second, they unnecessar-
ily and unwisely restrict the range of desirable teaching-learning be-
haviors to those that will fit the direct instruction model. To under-
stand this second limitation; ask yourself how useful such forms would
be for observing the following kinds of learning:

An art classstudents are working on their own creative projects.
An English classstudents in small groups are doing a guided

fantasy as a pre-writing activity, with very little direction from the
teacher.

A social studies classstudents are using_ primary sources to
reach their own conclusions about the impact of the early Suffragettes.

A home eco.lomics classstudents are working independently to
develop plans for decorating their own bedrooms.
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Direct instruction forms just do not seem to work well in observing
teaching and learning that emphasize creativity, discovery; non-
verbal learning; group processes, and independent inquiry. They ap-
pear to work well in teacher-directed, traditional classrooms; they
would probably not work well in labOratories, open classrooms, and
learning centers.

Learning:centered supervision, instead of focusing initially on
teacher behaviors, begins by looking at the learning activities of the
pupils and then examines teacher behaviors as they seem to be
fadlitating or impeding learning; It asks: What are the pupils doing in
this claSSrocim? Are their activities learning-oriented? What has the
teacher done to bring about this condition? To facilitate such observa-
tion; the forin shown in Figure 4 was developed and field-tested in a
wide range of classrooms. Developed from a review of the theory and
research on school learning, the form is structured around the three
basic phaseS of learningreadiness, engagement; and closureand
identifies 16 specific behaviors that might be observed when pupils are
learning. It then provides space for the observer to note relevant
teacher behaViorSthose that seem to be impeding or facilitating
learning.

Note that the feririi is designed so that the observer can closely
examine a particular learning episodea related series of learning
activities designed to achieve a major learning objective. In a typical
class period or instructional Session, you might expect tofind from two
to four such episodes; As an ObServer you could decide to observe only
one episode; using a single form, Or to observe all, using one form for
each episode;

Obviously, the form can be used in traditional classrooms. But its
main value is that it can be used effeetiVely in other kinds of learning
environments, since its focus is on learning, not teaching. Suppose you
haVe entered an art classroom; You observe that the teacher is working
With one student. All other students seem busily engaged. You confer
briefly with six students. Four of them seem to have high expectations
and standards for their work: Two do not; they seem to be satisfied
with simply getting the job done; You note those observations on the
forth. At that moment you cannot observe what the teacher has or has
not done to help the students set high standardS. You make a note to
talk with the teacher about the issue of standards and expectations
to explore in a probleth=golving conference the discrepancy between
student-Set standards and teacher expectations; You do not begin by
assuming that setting standards is solely the teacher's responsibility.
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Figure 4. Learner-Centered Observation Form

Stage Desirable Learning BehaVfors
R
E
A
1)

N
E
S
S

N

A
C
E
M
E
N
T

C
L
0
S

R
E

1. Learns important skills,
concepts, at appropriate

_ level of difficulty
2. Believes in ability to learn;

sets high standards
3. Perceives learning as

relevant
4. Has prior skill and

knowledge required for
learning task

5. Understands learning
objectives

6. Gets crview of learning
and its connections

7. Actively engages in task-
related activities

8. Uses varied; challenging
materials

9. Remains on-task
10. Paces learning

appropriately
11. Gets feedback about

performance
12. Practices, applies learning

in related situations
13. With effort achieves

mastery of objectives at
Satisfactory level

14: Takes corrective measures
when standard has not
been met

15. Synthesizes and integrates
learning, approaches
closure

16. Anticipates and prepares
for next learning task

Additional Observations:

Facilitating
'Feather

Behaviors
Mode& content
of lesson with
aPPealing poem

Commords
previous ttriiing
and states
locking fOrWard
to results of
present effort

Provides
students choice
and materials
adaptable to
tevel of ability

Interested;
encouraging;
comments on
student work

ShareS student
writing and
encourages
awareness

Impeding
Teacher

Behaviors

Didn't attend to
child not On-task

0
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YOU do not fault the teacher when you note that some students have set
easily attained goals. You observe learners in an environment, yciti
make notes about their learning, and you raise questions about the role
of the teather. You make an unfocused learning-centered observation.

Focused Observation
After you haVe completed one or more unfocused observations, you

and the teacher will probably agree that a focused observation would
be helpful; What can such observations focus on? The answer; obvi-
ously; should be determined by both parties. You might decide to focus
on one of the nine aspects listed in Figure 5, which the research
suggests affect pupil achievement.

Figure 5. Suggested Foci for Classroom Observation

1. How efficient is the teacher's use of time? How much time is spent in
classniorri business, in disciplining, in learning, in personal business?

2. How effective is the teacher as an explainer of concepts? Does the teacher
present an overview, relate the new concept to ones previously learned,
provide clear definitions; give many examples?

3. How effective are the teacher's questioning skills? Does the teacher have a
planned sequence in mind? Does the teacher ask both memory and thinking
questions, as well as creative and personal questions?

4. HOW effective are the teacher's responding skills? Does the teacher use
student answers? Does the teacher give negative and positive feedback as
appropriate?_

5. How appropriate and clear are the learning objectives? Is the level of
difficuilty appropriate to these learners? Are the objectives made clear?
Does the teacher make the objectives relevant to pupils?

6. HOW appropriate and effective are the learning activities? Are there a
sufficient number of active learning strategies? Do_activities seem appro-
priate to the objectives? Is the relationship between objectives and ac-
tivities made clear to the pupils?

7 How effective are the teacher's assessment strategies? Does the teacher
make frequent assessment of pupil learning? Is the learning of all pupils
assessed adequately? Do pupils get feedback about performance?

8. HOW appropriate are the teacher's interactions with pupils? Who Volun-
teers?__ Who is called on How does the teacher respond to incorrect an-
savers? TO whom does the teacher talk before and after class? How Would
the classroom climate be characterized?

9. HOW effectiVe are the teacher's classroom management behaviors? Is the
teacher clear about the kind of learning environment desired? Does the
teacher make clear those expectations? Does the teacher keep pupils on-
task without interfering with learning? Does the teacher deal with off-task
behaViOr appropriately? Is the teacher aware of all that is going on in the
classroom?
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Another approach is to focus even more sharply on one particular
type of learning. For example, Figure 6 shows a form I developed to
assist a supervisor in observing an English language arts teacher
conducting pre-writing activities in a climpliMtibil unit. Here the form
is structured around the nature of the teaChing-learning task; not a
particUlar teaching technique.

Once you have determined the particular foCuS of the observation,
you then should develop a form that will helpiri gathering the observa-
tional data As noted above, one special benefit of the focused observa-
tion is that it can yield very specific data that will enable you and the
teacher to identify significant strengths and Weaknesses; you therefore
need a form that will yield Very specific information, not general
impressions:

Use this process in designing the fociiSed observation form:

1. Identify the focus of the observation.
2. Review the literature relating to that behavior to help identify

its salient aspects.
3: Consider the general nature of the form you want. If you want

information about what happeriS over time; then the form should be
time-structured. If you want inforination about how the teacher re7
lates to particular studentS, then the form should list students'
names.

4. Develop a rough draft Of the form: Ask a few experienced teachers
to review it and give you input about improving it

5. Try out the revised forth in an actual observation. Make further
refinements.

6. Share it with your colleagues when it seems easy to use and gives
useful data.

Figure 7 shows a form I developed to obtain focused data on a
teacher's explaining skills. After reviewing the literature on lecturing,
explaining, and concept formation, I identified the behaviors listed. I
then decided that the supervisor would probably want specific infor-
mation about ! ow effectively the teacher used those skills with each
concept, principle, or class of information presented. Next; I worked
out a simple code that would enable an untrained observer to make the
observations needed. Supervisdit who want additional information
about the development and use Of foCUSed observation forms should
consult Good and Brophy (1978) for an excellent source book on
classroom observation.
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Figure 6. Learning-Specific Observation Form: Pre-Writing Activities

Teachr: Carol Bliven Date: 1114183 Tithe: 9:00 a.m. Supervisor: Betty Parpart

Pre-Writing Was the teacher What methods Student responses Student responses
Objectives concerned with the were used to suggesting success suggesting

objective? achieve the problems
objective?

1. Stimulate
interest in
writing

2. Help students
explore topic,
audience,
purpose

3. Help students
retrieve,
systematize
information

4. Help students
develop needed
thinking skills

5. Help students
plan writing

Yes Role play Five students on- Six students_
task; eager to seemed confused,
write asked questions

0t)

a
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Figure 7. Focused Observation Form: Explaining Skills

Teacher: Mitdred Irene Date: 2/23/83 Period: 3 Supervisor: Leonard Marson
Main topic of lesson: Causes of Civil War
Concept Gave made con= EXplained Gave clear Used Made

overview nections clearly examples visuals transitions
1. Nature of o xx x x o

cause

2. Economic o x x x
causes

3. Political o xx x x o ocauses
4. Ideological o x o o ocauses

Code: o: Teacher did not seem to make use of
x: Teacher made satisfactory use of this skill.

xx: Teacher made more than satisfactory use of this skill.



Observational Analysis
You have made an unfocused or a focused observation, and you have

taken detailed notes about what you observed; Now you prepare for
the feedback conference by making a careful analysis of your notes and
your subjective impressions of the class; These are the central ques-
tions you want to answer in your analysis: To what extent was learning
taking place in that classroom? In what ways was .the teacher's behavior
facilitating or impeding that learning?

You should not be concerned with rating the teacher, or with per-
sonal factors such as the teacher's dress, voice, or behavioral idiosyn-
crasies; Neither should your worry about how the teacher's approach
differed from one you might have used. Your focus should be on
learningand the ways in which the teaching facilitated or impeded
that learning.

If you have done a focused observation, the analysis is a relatively
simple matter. You review the focused data, noting the significant
information that seems worth discussing in the feedback conference.
As explained more fully below, the feedback conference following a
focused observation may consist of the observer simply handing the
focused observation form to the teacher so that the two of them can
examine it together. This simple sharing_ of the form means that the
preceding analysis need concern itself only with major problems and
strengths. Review, for example, the "explaining skills" form shown in
Figure 7. As the supervisor, you obviously would want to praise the
teacher for consistently relating the new concept to what the students
already know. The weaknesses would be similarly apparent: no over-
view, no use of graphics or visuals; and no clear transitions to the next
concept.

The analysis of unfocused observational data is much more difficult;
You probably have more data to deal with; and the data relate to
several aspects of the teaching-learning transaction. The difficulty of
the analysis will; of course; be affected by the kinds of notes you have
taken and the form you have used. Use of the less structured observa-
tion form shown in Figure 3 will require a very careful examination of
each series of transactions, noting those that yielded a positive stu-
dent response and those that seemingly caused problems. If you have
used the learning-centered form shown in Figure 4, then the analysis is
somewha: simplified. The form shows you at a glance which behaviors
were facilitating and which were impedingand relates those to
stages in the learning process.
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Regardless of the kind of notes taken or form used, you should
probably make a simple chart. In the left-hand column, list_ all the
teacher behaviors that seemed to be having a positive or fatilitating
effect, with a brief note reminding you when those behaviors occurred
or citing a particular example of that behavior. Make a liSt of the
negative or impeding behaviors in the right=hand column. Then
prioritize each item in the two lists, perhaps using a code like this one:

1 = A _very important behavior; probably should be diScUssed in
this conference.

2 = A somewhat important behavior; might be disciissed in this
conference.

3 = A less important behavior; probably should not he discussed in
this conference.

Several matters should be considered when weighing the impor-
tance of the items. First, you should consider the importance of the
behavior as it relates to teaching and learning. Some behaviors, like
closely monitoring student attention, have a major impact on
achievement. Other behaviors, like re-directing pupil responses, seem
to have less of an impact. YOU should also weigh the importance of the
behavior to that particular teacher. Where is that teacher in his or her
professional development? What skills is he or she ready to learn?
Some teaching skills, like using metaphors to teach creative thinking,
are so complex that only very experienced teachers seem ready to
master them. Finally, you should assess the importanceof that behaV=
for in terms of the frequency of its Occurrence. If a teacher makes an
impeding move several times dewing the lesson, the frequency suggests
that the behavior is more typical and perhaps more deeply ingrained.

A general rule of thumb in prioritizing is to limit the # 1 rating (very
important" to no more than two facilitating and two impeding behav-
iors. As will be explained more fully below, the feedback conferenee
should emphasize a smaller number of facilitating and impeding ac-
tions, rather than trying to cover a long agenda of teaching problems.
Figure 8 shows how such a listing and prioritizing might be done.

Should you prepare a formal observation report following your
classroom visit? The answer depends, ofcourse, on district policy and
your own preferences. Four options are possible.

1. Do not write a formal report. Simply note in your own records
when you observed and conferred, telyitig chiefly on the face-to-face
conference as the feedback medium. This option is desirable unless
your district requires written reports of all supervisory visits.
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Figure 8; Supervisor's Form for Analysis and Prioritizing

Teacher: Alex Clemson Bate: 4/16/83 Period: 3 Supervisor: Stanley Moon

Fixilitathig Behaviors Priority Impeding Behaviors Priority

Knew students' names 2 Not much active 1

teaming (listen-recite;
Related te-arning to lives 1 except for one student at
(many references to board)
Hispanic terms)

Monitored learning 1

closely (quiz at start,
much oral questioning)

Used nonverbai 2
supportive responses
(smiles; nods)

Most questions were 3
factual (who, when,
define)

Selective calling on_ 2
students (all in middte of
room)

Too much reliance on 1

verbal learning (no use of
visuals)

Stow getting class
started (five minutes
taking roll, signing
notes)

Seemed unaware of two 3
inattentive students

2. Submit your observation form as the report. This choice is prof*:
ably not a wise one, since the observation notes are raw data intended
to help you confer with the teacher:

3. Prepare a brief report for the record; providing space for the
teacher to add comments. If you prepare such a report; it seems most
useful to give it to the teacher at the end of the feedback conference,
noting that it can be amended. Figure 9 shows one form that has been
used for this pUrpoSe. Notice that it begins with an account of the
major transactions of the lesson, includes both facilitating and imped-
ing teacher behaviors, and provides room for teacher comments.

4. Prepare a fully detailed written report. You rely on this as the
primary method of feedback, using the conference chiefly for a brief
discussion of key issues. ThiS option seems least desirable. The super-
visory process is an interactive process that requires open discussion
of learning and teaching concernsand the written report impedes
such open discussion.



Figure 9. Supervisory Report Form

Teacher: Deb_orah Epstein Date: 10111183 Time: 1:00 p.m.
Supervisor: Carol Kramer

Narrative record of important teaching-learning transactions:
1; Teacher assembles children on rug at front ofroom (havingsetected two boys

to dear the area of chairs left from previous activity). Children move quickly
and smoothly from their- desks to the rug.

2. Teacher questions children to review rhyming patterns and extending phrases
in poetry as concretised in the poem The House That Jack Built" used in the
previous writing lesson; Students readily answer the teacher's questions:

3. Teacher introdiiees a new poem to children: The Jam That Pam Made,"
explaining that it is very much like "The Hoithe That Jack Built" in that it
contains rhyme and extending phrases;

4. Teacher distributes copy Of new poem to children; reads the poem; and invites
children to read the poem with her -

5. Teacher discusses the poem With children, asking questions about rhyming
words, vocabulary, and the sequence of events.

6. Children ask to read the pbern again. Teacher selects students to read a line at a
time then invites all students to read the poem togetheronce again.

7; Teacher distributes a worksheet to the children and explains that their task is
to: (1) notice that the sheet contains ten boice.S=each containing one word; (2)
cut the words apart along thedotted lines enclosing each word; (3) arrange thewords on their desks into as many sentences as they can; (4) write the
sentences on paper, if they wish.

8. Teacher asks if all children understand the aksigned task. She sends those
children who indicate they understand to their desks to begin. She keeps five
children with her who indicated they did not understand. The teacher re-ex,
ptains the task and answers the children's questions. She asks each child
individually if he or she now understands what to do and sends the child to his
or her desk.

9. Children pick up scissors and cut apart Worksheet. They arrange words on
their desks. Some students get paper on which to write their sentences. Four

- students do not write sentences on paper.
10. Teacher walks around the room; asking students to read their sentences aloud.

She responds to their Sentences: laughing at some; praising; commenting on
the content, encouraging students to try to arrange the Words into another
sentence. Periodically, the teacher writes one of the students' sentences on the
blackboard.

11; After 20 minutes the teacher calls the children to attention and comments that
she has seen such excellent sentences on the students' desks that she is very
happy with the Work they have done. She comments that the sentences she has
seen were all very different and that she Woad like the children to see some of
the different sentences composed in the class. She reads nine sentences from
the blackboard to the students, commenting on the ideas and the structure of
the sentences.

12. The teacher asks if any students wish to hand in their papers to her: She tells
the students that they may take their sentence papers home if they wish.
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Teacher's comments:

Figure 9 Continued

I wondered if my directions were clearif I shoutd have used an example of
arranging words into sentences with the children when they were assembled on the
rug.

Teaching behaviors that seemed to facilitate learning:

. Stimulated student interest byProviding an example of the desired writing that
was appropriate, and appealed to the children (two poems).

2. Facilitated the childrett's writing by providing them with words with which to
construct- sentences. (This overcame the spelling difficulty that the children
-evidenced at time of last observation.)

3. Took the time to be sure that individual children understood_the assigned task.
4. Took a sincere interest in each child's Work as She moved about the room:

laughed at the humor contained in sentences, praised_ the children's efforts,
talked about ideas with one or two children i-vho seemed unsure of themselves.

5 Carried paper around with her and invited thechildren to put their sentences on
paper because they were such good sentence, and so forth.

Teacir's comments:
I ii-f happy with the class and really quite pleasantly surprised with the sentences
the children produced.

Teaching behaviors that seemed to impede learning:
1. Teacher began giving directions before all the children were attending to her
2. Teacher ignored or was unaware of ne child who very early tired ofthe task and

was somewhat diSniptive iii that he called out to children _across the room,
wandered about the room; and appeared to interfere with other students'
on-task behavior.

Teacher's comments:
I realize that I hied to wait tont& and be sure that all children are with me before ,I

goon to give directions; and so forth. I know it, but it seems as if so much time is
elapsing . . . I get impatieht.

Feedback Conference
With the analysis completed (and the report written, if you decided

in advance to write one), you are ready for the feedback conference;
Hold the conference as soon as pasSible after the observation, being
sure to allot enough time for the inalVSis. The conference should
probably last about 30 minutes; Shorter conferences will seem rushed,
and longer conferences tend to produce fatigue ant. anxiety. The con-
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ference should be held in a private setting without interruptions.
Allowing phone calls or visitors to interrupt the flow of discussion
suggests to the teacher that other matters have higher priority.

How do you conduct the feedback conference? As noted previously,
conference styles are usually categorized as direct or indirect. The
direct style is characterized by advising, criticizing, giving directions.
The indirect style is marked by reflective listening, praising, support-
ing. And; as suggested above, learning-centered supervision uses a
problem-solving style, one in which the supervisor plays a collabora-
tive and active role in helping the teacher solve instructional prob-
lems. In this problem-solving approach, the supervisor acts almost
like a second brain for the teacherprobing the problems; recalling
data, posing options, reflecting about likely consequences.

Here are examples of the three styles at work.
Direct:

Teacher: I felt I lost their interest toward the last part of the period.
Supervisor: You did. You kept them sitting still too long and you did

most of the talking for the final 20 minutes. You should have changed
the type of activity.
Indirect:

Teacher: I felt I lost their interest toward the last part of the period.
Supervisor: You're concerned that they weren't really involved.
Teacher: Yes; very much; It's happened before with this class.
Supervisor: You seem to be struggling with your feelings about them

as a class. How do you feel about them as a group?
Problem-Solving:

Teacher: I felt I lost their interest toward the last part of the period.
Supervisor: My notes indicate that about half an hour into the

period their attention did fall off appreciably. What do you think
might have accounted for that?

Teacher: Well, it was a hot, stuffy day. I'm sure that was a factor.
Supervisor: Probably. But it was just as hot the day before; and they

seemed more attentive then. What made the difference?
Teacher: You're right. The day before they were busy most of the

period doing things. There was a lot of activity; I guess.

The direct supervisor advises. The indirect supervisor listens. The
probtem-solving supervisor offers data, helps the teacher think about
explanations; confronts discrepancies; The problem-solving style is
the most difficult of the three to master; but my experience suggests
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that in the long run,_ it is the most effective. It respects the teacher as a
competent adult able to direct his or her own learning; It involves the
teacher in making decisions about future behavior based on an
analysis or previoUS performance. It helps the teacher become respon-
sible for his or her own choices. Yet it also gives the supervisor an
active; collaborative role in- providing data, reflecting about causes,
diagnosing conditions, and finding solutions.

While the problem-solving coriferenee does not follow a rigid for-
mula, it seems most effective when it moves through five sequential
stages:

l: Discerning feelings. You help the teacher discern the prevailing
feelings about the lesson under diScUSSion. Begin at the feeling level,
since the feelings about the lesSon will yield some important insights
about the teacher's perceptions. The Se feelings will often be of a gen-
eral sort: "I really feel good about that class," or "I really messed up
that period."

2. Recalling interactions; Next; move to the specific level by helping
the teacher recall a specific part of the elass session that gave rise to the
positive or negative feelings discerned: "Is there one particular part of
the lesson that you remember especially well?"

3, Ana&zing -causes. Now you review the data YOU help the teacher
analyze the causes of those desirable or undeSirible interactions. "My
data also suggest that there was much off-task behavior then. Do you
remember what you were discussing at that particular Point?"

4. Identifying Strategies. On the basis of that analysis, you help the
teacher to identify successful strategies that should be repeatedor to
think of alterriatiVe strategies that might be used in the future: "If you
had put them in small groups, as you suggest, what effect might that
have had?"

5. Generalizing teaming. You help the teacher reflect about the gen-
eral principleS learned from the foregoing analyses; You want the
teacher to be able to develop some personal insights that transcend the
particular, whiCh can provide useful guidelines for future practice:
"What do you think you've learned about handling that mid-period
letdown?"

Experienced supervisors, of course; will vary this pattern so that it
does not becothe just one more routine. Simply keep in mind the basic
goal: to help the teacher solve a problem and learn from the problem-
solving activity.
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Formative Assessment COriference
The formative assessment conference is not a time to rate the

teacher; it is instead a time to mutually assess what has happened in
the past and what should happen in the future. The agenda is a rathersimple one:

1. How do the supervisor and the teacher feel about the supervisory
relationship? Are there any problems relating to their personal interac-
tions? Are any changes desired?

2. How do the supervisor and the teacher feel about the supervisory
process? Was the frequency of conferenceS and observations satisfatz
tory? Did the conferences and observations seem productive? Are anychanges desired?

3. How do the supervisor and the teacher feel about the teacher's
professional growth? In what particular ways has the teacher made the
most progress? How was that progress attained?

4; How do the supervisor and the teacher feel about the improve-
merzt needed? What skills still need furtherdevelopment? What specific
plan might be developed to bring about those improvenientS and
develop those skills? What Other resources are available to theteacher?

5. What have the supervisor and teacher learned together about
teaching and learning?

In each case the emphasis is on a shared, Collaborative interchange
in which a spirit of partnership is encouraged.

Implementing CliniCal Supervision
Chapter 7 discusses in detail a process for impleitienting the differ-

entiated system. However, it might be useful at this time to focus on
vo questions as they relate to clinical supervision. Who should re-ceive it? Who Should provide it?

1. Who should receive clinical supervision? In the differentiated sys-
tem, the following groups of teachers should probably receive clinical
supervision:

Inexperienced teachers who are new to teaching. They are still
learning the craft of teaching and need a skillful supervisor during
those first critical years;

Experienced teachers who have just begun to teach at a particular
School. They are unknown quantities=and Shcitild at least begin with
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clincial supervision until the supervisor is assured of their baSiC com-

petence.
Experienced teachers who are encountering serious problems of

teaching and learning. They need the intensive help that clinical su-
pervision can provide.

Competent, experienced teachers who believe they can Profit
from intensive supervision. Even thete teachers can learn from effec-
tive supervisionbin, for them, clinical supervision should be an
option that they choose.

2. Who should provide clinical supervisoh? This answer is more com-
plex. Ideally, a trained supervisor, not an administrator, should
provide the clinical supervision. Most administrators are required to
evaluate, and experts in the field of supervision seem to agree that the
evaluator should not supervise; The evaluation prcices tends to close
off communication between the evaluator and the teacher, making the
teacher guarded and reluctant to discuss problediS. And effective
supervision requires open communication.

FloWever, in many smaller school systems there are no trained
superviSorS available, and other answers must be foUrid. Several
Washington, D.C., schools have developed and implemented a system
whereby classroom teachers are trained to act as cliniCal supervisors
for their Colleagues. Freeman, Palmer, and Ferren (1980) report that
the prograin has been successful in giving experienced feathers the
skills they heed to superviseand in providing good clincial supervi-
sion to all who require it.

A second solution is to designate one administrator as chiefly re-
sponsible for Clinical supervision, without evaluation dutiesarid to
designate another administrator as responsible for evaluation. ThiS
solution seems feasible if there are enough administrators available to
allow for this role differentiationand if they can be given the train-

ing they need;
A third solution; a variation of the second, is recommended by

Sturges and his colleagues (1978). After analyzing the role conflict
inherent in supervision; they recommend establishing two supervis-
ory categories: the administrative supervisor to evaluate, and the con-
sultative supervisor to supervise in the helping sense. Obviously, at a
time when districts are reducing supervisory Staffs, the implementa-
ticin of this solution hardly seems feasible;

Another possibility is for neighboring schools to "exchange" princi-
pals for consultative supervision; The principal Of School A might
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serve as the clinical supervisor for a few teachers in &hoof B; and
School B's principal could do the same for a group of teachers in
School A.

A final solut nn, of course, is c'ar the school principal to attempt to doboth jobs of ki iez-vising and evaluating. Our research indicates thatprincipals of smalie. schools who have established a climate of trustand openness are moderately successful in wearing first one hat and
then another, saying; in effect, "All iris/ visits will be supervisory until Itell you otherWise."

iSo clinical supervision is neededby a small group of teachers. And
it can be effective; if it is provided by a trained supervisor who i8 notexpected also to evaluate.
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CHAPTER

3
Cooperative
Professional

De opment

One superViSory option that should be offered to competent; experi-
enced teachers is cooperative professional ekvetopinehta processof collegial collaboration for the improvement of instruction: Thischapter describes the nature of cooperative profeSSional development,

explairiS several different approaches to it, reviews the arguments for
and agairiSt this option; reviews the research relating to it, and indi-
cates how it usually operates within the differentiated model.

The Natiiiie ofCwoperative
Professlomd Development

CooperatiVe pmfessional development is a mciderately forrnalized
process by which two or more teachers agree to work together for their
own professional growth; usually by observing each &bees classes,
giving each other feedback about the observation, and discussing
shared professional concerns; Often in the literature it is referred to as
peer supervision or collegial supervision. However, these terms seemunfortunate for tworeasons. First, our research haS shown that teach-
ers often equate the concept of supervision with such negative images
as giving orders and making evaluations. ConSequently; they are re-luctant to participate in any project that suggests that they are
"supervising" each other. Secohd, these terms are misleading; the
systems of cooperative or collegial developnient described in the liter=
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attire actually provide very few ofthe supervisory functions identified
by experts in the field. And as Alfonso and Goldsberry (1982) astutely
point out "A clear distinction must be made between the contri-
butions of teachers to the improvement of instruction and the act of
supervision as a formal, organizational expectation" (p. 94).

As will be noted below; cooperative professional development can
take many formsfrom modest programsof two or three exchanges of
observations to very ambitious and comprehensive projects in which
teams of teachers collaborate in several aspects of the instructional
function. In this work, the term is used for any program that has these
features:

1. The relationship is moderately font-tallied and institutionalized:
It is not simply an informal exchange of an occasional visit by two or
more teachers who are close associates.

2. At a minimum the teachers agree to observe each other's classes
at least twice and to hold cot.ferences after those visits.

3. The relationship is among peers. Although an adriiiniStrator or
supervisor may be involved in organizing and occasionally monitoring
the ptOgratti, the observations; conferences, and discussions involve
only teachers.

4. The relationship is nonevaluative. It is intended to complement,
not take the place of, standard evaluation systems. None of the ObSer-
Vation or conference data are shared with administrators or made part
of the evaluation process.

These four characteristics define; then; the essential natureof eoop-
&Mitre professional development As will be noted below, that defiiii=
tion is broad enough to encompass several different variations.

iraidetles of Cooperative
Professional Development

Such systems of cooperative development, of course, are not new In
1958, McGuire and his colleagues implemented a somewhat for-
malized program of intra-school visitation at the University of
Chicago Laboratory School. Although the participating teachet.s re-
ported difficulty in finding time for the observations, they also noted
several important benefits: a chance to share teaching methods; a
positive reinforcement for aspects of their own teaching; an increased
appreciation for their colleagues' work; and an increased understand-
ing of their students.
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In the intervening years; peer supervisionor cooperative profes-
sional developmenthas attracted the attention of other educators
only sporadically and briefly, for reasons that will be noted below._ In
the process of its development, however, it has assumed several dis-
tinct forms.

1. Peers as informal observers and consultants. In what might be
termed the standard version of cooperative professional development,
collegial team members simply agree to observe each Other's classes,
making either an unfocused observation or a focused one, depending
on the wishes of the teacher being observed. The teachers then confer,
with the observer giving feedback informally and consulting together
with the teacher about any concern:: the teacher might have The
process is a relatively simple one it does not pretend to have the
intensity or precision of clinical supervision.

2; Peers as clinical supervisors. As noted in the previous chapter; the
Washington, D.C., school district has for the past several years spon-
sored a program in which teacherS are trained to serve as clinical
supervisors for their peers. Freeman, Palmer; and Ferren (1980) report
that classroom teachers are now used as instructors in the program,
teaching their colleagues the basic clinical Supervision model; em-
phasizing such skills as conferring with a nondirective style, gathering
factual data recognizing teaChing patterns; and implementing a peer
supervision program. They alSO report highly positive results: 89 per=
cent had a more positive attitude toward supervision; 98 percent
expressed an interest in improving instruction; and 94 percent ex=
pressed confidence in the clinical model as an aid to improving in=
struction.

3. Peers as focused observers; In the Teacher Expectations and Stu=
dent Achievement_ (TESA) program; teachers are trained to act as
focused observers for each other (Kerman; 1979). The program begins
With workshops in which the research on teacher interactions with
pupils is reviewed and participants are taught how to use the interac-
tion techniques in their classes: After each workshopsession, teachers

ryobsee each other a minimum of four times, for 30 minutes. While
being observed; the teacher attempts to use the specific interaction
techniques taught in the workshop. The observer merely records the
frequency of the interactions with previously targeted students. The
observational data are simply given to the teacher observed, who can
review them and draw whatever conclusions seem useful. Kerman
reports that the program has been highly successful: at the conclusion



of a three-year study, 2,000 low achievers in the experimental classes
showed greater academic gains, less absenteeism, and fewer discipline
referrals than those in the control classes.

4. Peers as inservice directors. Lawrence and Branch (1978) advocate
a somewhat more comprehensive approach, which they call the peer
Panel. These peer panels of three to five members serve primarily to
direct the inservice work of the faculty, but, according to the authors,
provide four other specific functions: (1) they act as a sounding board
for members' self-analysis of needs; (2) they assist each other in analyz-
ing curriculum and instructionoften by observing; (3) they give each
other feedback about observations; and (4) they verify each other's
inservice accomplishments for the record. Although Lawrence and
Branch note that the peer panel approach is supported indirectly by
the research on inservice education; they do not provide any direct
evidence for its success.

5. Peers as team teachers and observers. Most approaches to team
teaching are, of course, built upon the expectation that members of a
team will observe each other and give each other feedback in at least
an informal way. In the Individually Guided Education (IGE) model
(Withall and Wood, 1979), however; the observations and feedback are
somewhat more formalized and are perceived as an integral part of the
system. Each participating teacher asks a colleague to observe the
classroom, focusing attention on one particular aspect of teaching
important to the one observed. The colleague observes, analyzes the
observational data, and gives feedback about the observation and the
analysis. Withall and Wood cite research conducted at the Pennsyl-
vania State University, which indicates that after only one or two
observations there was a significant increase in commitment to use
peer observation and in the perceived ability to use the process to
improve professional performance.

Note that all versions of cooperative professional development;
while varied in their focus and scope; include the four features noted
earlier. Each approach has a moderately formalized process; involves
observation and feedback, is based on a collegial relationship; and
maintains a nonevaluative emphasis;

The Debate Over Cooperative
Professional Development

Cooperative professional development, regardless of the form it
takes; has not received general acceptance in the profession. Before
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reviewing the research on its feasibility and its effects, let's review thearguments.

The Pros
Those advocating cooperative prbfesSional development argue from

several grounds; First, they point out that teachers prefer to turn to
colleagues rather than supervisors for adviceand cooperative pro-
fessional development tends to legititnize and strengthen this tend-
ency. The most comprehenSiVe review of teachers' preferences forconsultation is probably that provided by Holdaway and Milliken(1980): In reviewing four separate studies conducted at the UniVersityof Alberta over a ten-year Period, they note that teachers more fre-quently called on colleagues for help and tended to value the adviee ofcolleagues m' than the advice of supervisors. This finding is sup-ported ,y the research of DeSauctis and Bluniberg (Blumberg;1980) in their study of teaChers' conversations. They discovered that 64percent of the conversations on professional matters were held with

colleagues-=-and only 23 Percent with professional staff personnel and7 percent with the principal.
A second reason stated by supporters for iniplementing these pro-grams is that teaehers can provide useful feedback to each other,

without extensive training and without the use of complex formsand cooperative professional development is structured to make suchfeedback occur more regularly and more Systematically; Brophy(1979) points out that teachers can learn a great deal about their
teaching simply by receiving feedback froni a colleague about whatoccurred in the classroom, and urges teachers to work together with

interested colleagues.
Finally, advocates of cooperative profeSsional development pointout that such collegial systems are built upon and sustain norms ofcollegialityand such norms have been found to be a significant

feature of successful schools. Little'S (1982) study of four successfuland two less successful schools concluded that the presence of suchnorms was an important characteriStie of ihe successful schools. And
Berman and McLaughlin's (1978) review of successful innovations
reached generally the same conclUSion.

The Cons
These arguments have not convinced the skeptics who tend to ques-tion both the desirability and feasibility of collegial systems. Thosewho question the desirability of the system usually point out that



untrained teachers cannot provide the same quality of supervision
that trained supervisors can provide; they see supervision as a highly
skilled process lying beyond the capabilities of untrained individualS.
Lieberman (1972) questions its desirability from a cost-benefit per-
spective; in advising negotiating teams not to support such programs
in the contract, hd argues that the cost of providing substitutes to
release teachers to observe will not have sufficient payoff. Finally,
Alfonso (1977) points out that such systems are not likely to be effec-
tive, because the observations and feedback conferences appear as
random activities and are not linked to system goals.

And there have been thote who, while admitting the possible bene-
fits of cooperative development, question its feasibility. Perhaps the
most cogent presentation of such reservations can be found in Alfonso
and Goldsberry (1982). While generally sympathetic with the values
and goals of the cooperative approach, they very usefully describe
some important organizational barrierS. Firtt, the bureaucratic struc-
ture of the school militates against the success of such programs: the
lack of time; the inadequate interactions with colleagues, and the
physical structure of the school building all get in the way. Second,
they note that the prevailing milieu of the schools is antithetical:
schools make teachers independent; not team=oriented; competitive,
not cooperative; and isolated; not interacting. Finally, they note that
collective bargaining agreements often interfere with the successful
implementation of such programs; citing the research reported in
Alfonso, Firth, and Neville (1981) that most contracts restrict, rather
than support, cooperation and collegiality.

The Researh on Cooperative
lirtifessional Mvelopment

Unfortunately, the research does not provide a definitive answer to
the controversy. There are a relatively small number of Studiesand
most have been modest investigations of feasibility. Those that did
concern themselves with the effects of such programs usually analyzed
only the attitudes and perceptions of participants,not the effect upon
behavior. An exception here is a rather carefully designed study con:
ducted by Nelson, Schwartz, and Schmuck (1974); in which they
reached this conclusion about what they termed "collegial supervi--;
sion":



[collegial supervision] can improve the altitudes and professional
interdependence of . . teachers who receive it,... The favorable

ects of collegial supervision were strongest in the communication
adequacy of the primary team:

All of the studies, howeVer, do offer some useful guidelines_ for prac-
titioners and do yield some tentative support for implementing coop-erative programs.

First, a review of all the feasibility studies conducted by doctoral
students working _under my direction and by other researchers
suggests that the following factors have a strong influence on the
success of these progranis. (For research conducted at the University of
Fennsylvania, see: Shapiro; 1978; Chalker, 1979; Ball, 1981; Beck;
1982; Shields, 1982; Cooper, 1983.)

1. The attitude of administrators. If adminiStrators oppose such pro-
grams, they are less likely to succeed. on the other hand, the admin-
istrators advocate them too aggressively, they tend to be viewed with
distrust The best attitude seems to be one of support and endorse-
mentbut not aggressive advocacy.

2. The attitude of teacher associations. While teacher associations
appear reluctant to make official endorsements of such programs, they
have been informed and consulted in the programs that seemed tosucceed.

3. The prevailing school climate. Ifgood relationships exist between
teachers and administrators, the programs have a greater likelihood of
success; the programs seem not to have fared well where researchers
reported serious conflict or pervasive distrust.

4. The extent to which the program was monitored. In most of the
successful feasibility studies, the researcher played an active role in
soliciting support for the cooperative programt and in monitoring
their implementation. There is some evidence that those same pro-
grams, _which were initially successful during the period when the
researcher played an active role, had less. support and commitment in
Subsequent years.

5. The resources available. While several studies have demonstrated
the feasibility of implementing cooperative programs with very lim-
ited resources (see especially the Shields' study), the researchers have
pointed out that additional resources would have helped. Time, in
particular, is the critical commoditytime to learn the skills needed,
time to observe, and time to confer.
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Thus; the research in general suggests that when these five factors
are positive, implementation is successful. What is known about the
effects of such programs? As noted above, most of the research has
been limited to studies of the effect of participation on teachers' at-
titudes; Perhaps a dozen such studies have been conducted, varying a
great deal; of course; in the rigor of their design and implementation.
In only two of these studies (Chalker, 1970; Muir, 1980) did the re-
searcher report either a negative effect or the absence of anydiscern-
ible shift in attitudes;

Therefore, it seems safe to conclude that, based on limited research,
programs of cooperative professional development are feasible and
will have positive effects on the attitudes of participants.

Cooperative 15ofesslonal Development In
the Difterentlated System

As is explained more fully in Chapter 7, the specifics of how the
differentiated program is to be implemented are to a large measure left
open to participants; However; the following general approach has
been found to be useful in most schools.

First, a member of the administrative or supervisory staff is given
responsibility for organizing the program and informally monitoring
its progress. That individual meets with the teachers who have ex-
pressed interest in and who are eligible for cooperativeprofessional
development. As indicated previously; cooperative development
probably should be an option only for competent and experienced
teachers; beginning teachers and experienced teachers only marginal
in performance probably need the more intensive clinical mode.

The leader and the participants together determine the basic
provisions under which the program will operate; They begin_ by dis-
cussing the scope of the cooperative program; Will it be confined to
observation and conferringor will it also include curriculum de-
velopment, materials preparation, inservice sessions; and the ex-
change of classes? Based on this discussion, the participants then
finalize the arrangements under which the program will operate. At a
minimum they usually commit themselves to making at least two
observations and to hold a feedback conference after each; Two seems
to be the absolute minimum; more would probably be desirable, but
teachers usually have trouble finding time to make more than two
observations and to hold two conferences. Participants also agree to
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submit a brief report simply noting when observations and confer-
ences were held. And finally; they agree that the teacher being ob=
served controls the agenda, specifying in general when the observation
is desired and what kind of observation would be most helpful. Our
experience is that teact ers will profit most from the program if th4
experience and make hoth an Unfocused and a focused observation.

Each participant is then surveyed to determine which tolleaghes he
or she wishes to work with in the project; our experience indicates that
two or three-member teams work best. The interactions in larger
teams tend to become too complex; To simplify the matching process,
participants are asked to list a first, second, and third choice of col-
leagues. It should be noted here that when left to their own choices,
teachers usually exercise good judgment. An experienced teacher and
a teacher with only two or three years of experience will Often pair off
because they know they can learn from each others quite different
perspective. A 6th -grade teacher and a kindergarten teacher will pair
off to get a different view of the pupils. And at the secondary level,
interdepartmental matchings are common.

The schedule is often an important factor in forming the teams; If at
all possible, team members should haVe during a given week one
preparation period in common (to discUSS their observations) and at
least one preparation period not in common (so that they can visit each
other without needing a substitute.) For thiS reason it is administra-
tively prudent to organize at least the Coakrative component of the
differentiated program at the end of the sehOol year prior to its initiaE
don; so that the school master schedille can reflect these observing and
conferring needs.

If resources are available and participants are interested, a few
training sessions should then be held to give teachers the skills they
need for cooperative professional development. Desirable skills in
dude how to:

Make an unfocused observation.
Analyze data from an unfocused observation;
Confer after an unfocused observation;
Make a focused observation.
Analyze data from a focused observation;
Confer after a focused observation;

If time is limited, the training sessions should probably be restricted to
the three general skills: observing, analyzing, conferring;
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At a school where teachers said; "We'll participatebUt no after-
Schobl meetings," we had moderate success in implementing coopera-
Hite programs with only one orientation and training session. But
additional sessions would have been desirable Appendix I outlines
the goals and components of the program and gives suggestions on
how to observe and how to confer.

With the orientation and training completed, the program then
begins. Teachers observe,_ analyze, and confer, submitting a simple
progress report. The administrator or supervisor responsible for the
program checks the repOrtS and confers informally with participants;
just to be sure that the program is moving along well and that prob-
lems are dealt with The main problem is predictable: even teachers
with the best of intentions will continue to postpone the observations
and the conferences. A few reminderS are usually enough to get the
program back on track again.

It's a relatively simple, low-key protram that doesn't make too
many promises or demands. It will Probably not bring about signifiE
cant changes in behaviorbut it will raise the level of professional
talk, give teachers feedback about a limited part of their teaching, and
help them to see their colleaguesand superViNibnin a new light.



CHAPTER

Self-affected
Development

second option offered to those who do not need or want clinical
supervision is termed self=directed development, a process in which

a teacher works independently, directing his or her own professional
growth. This chapter explains more fully the nature of self-directed
development, describes some alternative versions of it now in opera=
tion, reviews the arguments advanced for and against its use
summarizes the research, and describes in detail how it operates in the
differentiated program.

The Nature of Self-greeted
Development

As used in the program of differentiated supervision; self-directed
development is a process of professional growth characterized by four
features:

1: The individual works independently on a program of professional
growth; Although a member of the leadership team acts as a resource
for the teacher, the teacher is not supervised by others, in the con=
ventional sense of that term, and the teacher does not work coopera-
tively with other members of a team.

2. The individual develOps and follows a goal-oriented program of
professional improvement. The goals of that program stem froth the
teacher's own assessment of professional need; there is no necessity for
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the teacher's goals to be derived from organizational goals. It is as-
sumed that any professional growth will contribute at least indirectly
to the school's goals.

3. The indiVidual has access to a variety of resources in working
toward those goal-S. Based on the nature of the goals set, the leader and
the teacher may decide that one or more of the following resources and
experiences might be appropriate: videotapes of the teacher's teach-
ing; feedback froth students; professional books and computerized
information services; graduate courses and intensive workshops; sup-
port from school and diStrict supervisors and administrators; in-
terschool visitation.

4. The results of the self directed program are not used in evaluating
teacher performance. The program is entirely divorced from evalua-
tion; it is assumed that the teacher will be evaluated by whatever
district program is in place.

These four characteristics distinguish self-directed professional
growth both from other components of the differentiated program and
from other types of inservice education.

Versionii of Self-Direeted Development
A careful review of the literature yields relatively few citations on
self - supervision; which is perhaps a contradiction in terms, or self-
directed professional growth. There are, however, references to two
analogous approaches: self-appraisal Systems and self:analysis of in-
struction with videotape. While each differs in some respects from the
self=directed development defined above; perhaps a review of these
analogous approaches can shed some light on the strengths and weak-
nesses of the approach under discussion.

Self-Appraisal Systems
While Self=directed professional development is distinctly non=

evaluative in nature, it is similar in several other respects to self=
appraisal syStemS,Which have been discussed frequently in the profes-
sional journals. Since almost all self-appraisal programs are varia-
tions of managerrierit=by=tibjective (MBO) systems; the following dis-
cussion focuseS on this particular version of self-directed develop-
ment;

How do self appraisal systems work? While there are some varia-
tions in indivickal plans, in general they seem to follow a somewhat
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Sitriilar process. (For additional detail on representative plans, see
Arrn Strong; 1973; Lewis, 1973; and Redfern, 1980.)

1; Administrators establish district and school goals for the year;
which are shared with the superviSPry and instructional staff.

Each staff member does a self - evaluation and sets individual
performance targets, which are expected to be related to district or
school goals.

3. Each staff member develops an appraisal contract; listing per-
formance objectives, methods of achieving those objectives; resources
needed, and the means by which attainment will be evaluated;

4; Each staff member confers with the administrator-evaluator to
review the appraisal contract and to make any modifications deemed
necessary.

5. The staff member and the evaluator confer periodically to
monitor progress.

6. The staff member and the evaluator hold a summative conference
to assess the attainment of the performance targets and to make plans
for the next appraisal cycle.

Perhaps the best assessment of how such plans actually work in
schools comes from the Hyde Parks 116%-v York, school system, which has
used an MBO system since 1972. In what seems to be a candid assess-
ment of its strengths and weaknesses, Gray and Burns (1979) conclude
that it has achieved mixed Success after a somewhat promising begin-
ning: "Through the years . . the number and quality of job objec-
tives set by teachers and administrators has declined" (p. 415). After
reviewing the Hyde Park experience and that of other schools using
such planS, they conclude that several factors explain the limited
success of MBO appraisal systems:

There were -no sanctions for mediocre performance.
The ratio Of teachers to administrators was too large for effective

appraisal.
The teacher association insisted on restrictive contract

provisions.
There was insufficient staff development to accompany the pro-

gram.
Some administrators were too lenient in reviewing performance

targets.
There was often a climate of distrust and suspicion prevalent in

the district;
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And Kvanicki (1981) adds this observation: "Where MBO-oriented
approaches have been implemented, teachers have tended to feel that
they were being manipulated or coerced into developingobjectives in
areas defined by the administration" (p. 205). In response to this
perceived weakness, he has developed his own version. Iwanicki's
"contract plan" is similar to MBO except that it places more emphasis
on self-evaluation and minimizes_ the role of organizational goals; Yet
it is still essentially an appraisal system, which he notes cannot be
used to rank teachers. Froth my perspective, it seems more useful to
divorce appraisal from self-improVethent--to use self -directed, non-
evaluative systems to bring about professional growth; and to use
sound appraisal systems for rating teacherS.

Self-Analysis of Videotaped InSteuction
A second version of self-directed professional development empha-

sizes the analyses of videotapes of teacherS' classrooms. Although
Chapter 6 discusses in detail the use of videotape as a general supervis=
ory resource, it seems appropriate here to describe briefly a self=
directed program that relies solely on videotape analysis.According to
Moritz and Martin-Reynolds (1980), the Maumee, Ohio, school district
has developed a program of self-analysis and Self-deVelopment that
makes primary use of a split-screen technique: the teacher is on one
half of the screen and the pupils are on the other half. As they describe
the process, the teacher begins by presenting a micro-teaching lesson
to peers and has a brief practice taping in the classroom, simply to
become accustomed to the taping process. The teacher then Chooses
the class or activity he or she wants taped, and the videotape is made.
The teacher next reviews the tapefirst, with the audio off to focus on
nonverbal behaviorand, Second, with the video off, to focus on ver-
bal behavior. After viewing and analyzing the tape, the teacher iden-
tifies one or two verbal or nonverbal skills that can be improved and
that will become the focuS of the teather's development during the
month to come. With the analysis completed, the teacher then meets
with a supervisor or adminiStrator to share the tapeand the results of
the self-analysis.

Moritz and Martin-ReynoldS recommend that this cycle of taping-
goal setting-sharing occur about three or four times the first year the
program is in operation, with redUced frequency in subsequent years.
Citing a survey of a sample of Ohio teachers over a three-year period,
they report that teachers feel positive about the program, prefer vid-
eotaped self-evaluation to "traditional" eValuation, and believe that
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sharing the tape with an administrator was a "non-threatening" expe-
rience.

The Arguments FOr and Against
SeltDireeted Development

Regardless of the forth it takes; self-directed development has not
been generally accepts d as a model for professional growth. It might
be useful to review the arguments here before turning to the research.

Those advocating self-directed development usually argue from
three grounds; the in iividualized needs of teachers; the nature of adult
learning, and the professionalism of tea-thing. They point out first;
that teachers are indi- !uals with very_ diStinct needs and learning
Styles. Bents and Ho (1981) note,_ for example, that as adults,
teachers are at different stages of development along both the inter-
personal and cognitive dimensions. DraWing from the work of
Santmire (1979), they point out that some teachers are at a rather basic
level of conceptual development. Their learning styles are charac-
terized by these features: they are oriented toward the practical; want
to know what is "correct" and what is "incorrect"; prefer learning that
is presented or sanctioned by an authority; and prefer to be involved in
staff development programs that are Clearly organized and systema-
tic; Other teachers, Bents and HoW4 Suggest, are at a somewhat more
advanced level of conceptual development; whose preferred learning
styles are characterized by quite different features: they tend to ques-
tion more are more interested inprinciplesand issues; will sometimes
challenge authorities; and Prefer group discussion and inquiry to
lecture.

The second argument is based on the tenets of adult learning theory.
In synthesizing the theory and research on adult learning, Knowles
(1978) Offers five principles that he considers the "foundation stones"
of adult learning theOryand two of these five point directly toward
the need for individualizing the professional growth of teachers. First,
adults -have a deep need to be self-directing; as a cbrisequence, they
Should be involved in programs that foster such Self:direction, Second;
ihdiVidual differences increase with age; adult learning, therefore,
Should make optimal provisions for differences in Strle, time place;
and pace of learning; Thus, self-directed prograinS are more likely to
respond to the need for self-direction and to adult developmental
differences.



A final argument for self-directed development is based on the pro-
fessional nature of teaching. Armstrong (1973) points out that teaching
has become increasingly professionalized: teachers_ have assumed
quasi-managerial roles, directing the work of aides, para-
professionals, student teachers; and volunteersand taking an in-_
creasingly larger role in the decision-making process. Advocates of
self-directed learning believe that teachers; as professionals, should be
able to judge their own performance;

Others in the profession are not persuaded by these arguments. They
note that individual needs can be effectively met in group interactions:
the teacher working with a group of colleagues takes from the interac-
tions whatever is needed for professional growth: All learning; in their
terms, is individualized since every participant constructs personal
meaning from each encounter. Their second argument, in fact, empha-
sizes the importance of such interactions in learning. Learning at its
best is the growth that comes from professional dialogue and en-
counter; teachers need other teachers and supervisors for stimulation,
challenge, and support. Finally, as McNeil and Popham (1973) point
out, most teachers are not autonomous, selkiirecting learners: they
lack the capacity to make accurate evaluations of themselves, to iden-
tify areas for improvement, and to complete a program of independent
study,

So the argument is joined, chiefly on theoretical grounds. What does
the empirical evidence suggest?

The Research on Self-Directed
Development

Since there is relatively little research that explicitly examines pro-
grams of Selklirected development, the brief review that follows ex-
amines instead the assumptions that undergird such programs: Based
on the studies available, the following tentative conclusions can
provide a useful guide to action.

I; Teachers do not seem to be able to make reliable appraisals (4'. their
own teaching; In reviewing the research on self-appraisal, Carroll
(1981) concludes; "Empirical studies have generally _demonstrated
that self-ratings show little agreement with ratings of students, col-
leagues, or administrators" (p; 181). He cites studies that indicate that
while the correlation between self-ratings and student ratings was
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only 28, the correlation between student ratings and colleague ratings
was .70.

2; Teacher reports of their classroom behaviors tend not to correspond
with the reports of observers. After reviewing several studies that com-
pare teacher's reports of what went on in their classrooms with the
reports of observers who were present, Hook and RoSenShine (1979)
conclude, ". . one is not adVised to accept teacher reports_ of specific
behaviors as particularly accurate. No slur is intended; teachers do nothave practice in estimating their behavior and then checking against
actual performance" (p. 10).

3. Feedback to the teacher bymeans of videotape is most effective when
another observer is present during the viewing to present a second point of
view and to focus the teacher's attention. Based on their review of the
research on feedback by video, Fuller and Manning (1973) conclude
that the presence of an observer to focus and confront is highly desir-
able.

4. Teachers can learn from self.instructional inaterials as well as they
can learn from supervision or course instructors. Several studies sup-
Port the use of self-instructional materials by mature learners; Ed-
Wards (1975) concluded that students who did their micro-teaching
with self-instructional materialsand Without a supervisorper=
formed just as well as those who used the Self-instructional materials
with a supervisor's help. And in a meta- analysis of 75 studies compar-
ing the use of the Keller Personaliied System of Instruction (which
emphasizes independent and self_ paced learning) with conventional
classroom instruction, Kulik, Kulik, and Cohen (1980) concluded that
college students using such systems had higher examination scores
and gave their courses higher ratings, without increasing the amount
of study time.

5. Individualized staff development programs tend to be more effective
than those that present uniform experiences to all participants. Law=
retite. (1974) review of 97 studies of inservice programs concluded
that programs with individualized activities were more likely to
achieve their objectives than those that provided similar experiences
for all participants.

The research_ tends to suggest, then, that there is merit in both
positions. TeacherS can acquire some skills and information from
independent learning and will prefer programs that provide some
choice of aCtivities but their professional growth will be better facili-
tated if they have feedback from sources other than their own percep-
tions and can work with someone who can focus their learning.
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Self - Directed Development hi the
Differentiated Model

Self-directed development in the differentiated model attempts to
build upon the strengths of several individualized approaches to pro-
fessional growthWhile trying to avoid the pitfalls of each

As with the cooperative program, oneadministrator or supervisor is
expected to provide leadership in this component; Our pilot studies
indicate that the principal can Often play this role successfully; al-
though an assistant principal; district supervisor, or school supervisor
might also have the requiSite skills. This designated leader meets with
all the teachers interested in and eligible for the selklirected compo-
nent. Again; our experience SuggeStS that beginning teachers and ex-
perienced teachers with problems should be directed into the clinical
component; since the self-directed Mode seems to work best for mature
and competent teachers.

At this initial meeting; the following issues should be resolved
through open discussion:

To what extent should the teacher's plan for professional growth be
formalized? Our pilot studies .indicate that the program workS best
when teachers are Agked to develop and submit a relatively simple
proposal for their self-directed development. Some structure is
neededWithout making the process seem too bureaucratic.

What resources will be available for the self-directed component? It
is important at the outset to specify the range of resources avail-
ableand the fiscal and time constraints that operate: Participants
need to know to what extent they will be able to make use of resources
such as the following videotape; student feedback; professional books
and computerized inforination sources; collegial consultation; super-
visor and administrator assistance; observations within and outside
the school; graduate courses; _special workshops, and inservice pro-
grams; professional travel and Conference attendance.

What type of monitoring will be anticipated? While self-directed
development excludes the eValiiatiOn Process, it does need to be moni-
tored by a supervisor or administratdr. Brief and informal conferences
are sufficient for this purposebtit the matter needs to be resolved at
the outset.

Each teacher involved, then; is expected to develop a plan for self
directed development. Our experience suggests that a simple proposal
is best. On the form the teacher should first indicate one or two goalg
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for profeSSional dei.relopment. In contrast to the advocates of MBO
approaches, who insist on measurable objectives, _I believe that it is
more useftil to encourage teachers to set goals for themselves without
worrying abOitt whether the goal is quantifiable, measurable, or pre-
cisely Stated. McGreal (1983) notes that teachers and supervisors will
accept the goal-setting process more readily if it is made clear that the
judgments made by trained and experienced teachers and supervisors
are valid measures;

AS an example of the types of goals that might be posed; consider the
following; which were developed by teachers in our pilot studies:

To become more knowledgeable about the composing
processand to make itSe of the process in my classroom.

To learn how to teach critical thinking in my 4th-grade science
lessons.

To become more skilled in questioning pupils and responding to
their answers.

To find out More about moral development in the classroom.
To develop materials to stimulate pupils' creativity.

The t..-acher then indicates on the forni a tentative plan of act ion for
achieving the stated goals. Again, thiS plan of action can be stated
generaliy. It simply helps the teacher to consider some specific steps
that can be taken toward accompliShment of the goal. The final corn-
nonent of the proposal asks the teacher to note the personal and
material resources needed.

These self-directed development proposals are then submitted to the
leader in charge of this component of the program; who confers with
each participant individually._ The purposes of this conference are
simply to be sure the goal is clearly understood by both leader and
teacher, to exchange ideas about the action plan, and to agree on the
resources that Will be Corriiiiitted. It is not expected that the leader will
attempt to perStiade the teacher to propose another goal; self,directed
development is baSed on the primacy of personal, not orgnni2ationa!,
goals.

Next, the teacher begins to work on the plan for sell,directed de-
velopment, conferring from time to time with the leader about prog-
ress and Problems. Although the teacher will for the most part be
working independently; it is expected that the designated leader will
play an active role as a resource for the teacher suggesting sources;
exchanging ideas; reflecting with the teacher about issues, and provid-
ing support throughout the program. Since there is no evaluation
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associated with self-directed development. it enables the administra-
tor or supervisor to play the role of supportive and resourceful col-
league.

At the end of the year the teacher and the leader then confer again to
review what has been accomplished; The conference is primarily a
time for the teacher to reflect about what has been learnedwithout
worrying unduly about what has not been accomplished. The leader
plays the role of a reflective listener; helping the teacher probe the
meaning of the entire experience for the teacher's personal and profes-
sional growth.

Not all teachers will want this mode of growth; It does place a high
premium on autonomy and independence. But for those who do; our
studies indicate that it can be a very meaningful substitute for clinical
supervision.



ClIAP'11ER

5

Administrative
Monitoring

MininiStrative monitoring may be a new termbut it's an old prac,d
tice. The term is used in this book to describe what some call

"drop -in supervision"the brief and informal observations by a prin..
cipal or assistant principal; This chapter explains how such observa-
tions can be an effective part of the differentiated program.

At the outset it might be useful to clarify the relationship between
administrative monitoring and the other components of the pro-
gramand to review the limited literatureon the subject.

The Nature of Administrative Plomultering
In the differentiated program, administrative monitoring can either

be an Optibh for those not participating in clinical supervisionor it
can be provided for all teachers as a complcment to the other compo-
nents. Ih some schools in which I have worked as a consultant, the
principal in effect has said to the teachers, "If you don't need clinical
supervision and you don't want either the cooperative or self-di-
rected Mode, then you get administraVve monitoring." In other
schools the principal has said "Everyone gets administrative
Monitoring; in addition, you choose one of the other three." Both
patterns seem to work; The choice seems to depend on the size of the
School, the size of the administrative staff, and the principal's leader-
ship style.
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The Research on Administrative
Monitoring

How effective is administrative monitoring? The answers are
somewhat contradictory. First; brief and informal visits by an admin-
istrator are obviously not likely to change a teacher's behavior. No
planning precedes the observation; the observer does not remain long
enough to note patterns of behavior; and there is usually no follow-up
conference; Because such visits are ineffective in changing behavior
and suggest to some an attitude of distrust; the practi, Is usually
dismissed by consultants; professors of supervision; and writers in the
field.

However, it is an approach sanctioned by the advice and practice of
experienced school administrators. One principal put it this way:

I get to every classroom at least once a week. And] don't care what
the experts sayI know it makes a difference. I pick up a lot of
information about what is going on. I've teamed how to smell
problems from those very brief visits. I see teachers doing good
things. Teachers know I care about learning because I'm in the
classroom; The kids know I'm not hiding in my office. It just seems
to 7:eep everybody on their toec

And, perhaps surprisingly, the research now suggests that those
experienced principals knew what they were doing. Several reviews of
the research on effective schools (see, for example, Squires, Huitt, and
Segars; 1981) conclude that in effective schools, the principal is a
highly visible leader who frequently monitors the classroom, stays
well informed about daily life in the school; and demonstrates an
interest in instruction by spending much time in instructional set-
tingsall of which imply the use of administrative monitoring.

CharacterisAles of AdminisUrative
MonitoAng

1. Administrative monitoring should be open; The principal should
discuss openly with the staff these important issues that will probably
concern the teachers being observed:

Who will do the monitoring? As the term implies, it is best done by
a school administrator, not a supervisor. Since it is essentially an
administrative function and its intent is not solely supervisory (in the



sense of helping teachers improve instruction); it is more appropri-
ately carried out by a principal or assistant principal.

What kind of behavior can the teacher typically expect from the
administrator who drops in for a Monitorial visit? Some principals
like their presence to be acknowledged; others Prefer that the teacher
continue with instruction without aCknowledging the visitor's pres-
ence. Some principals like to speak briefly with the pupils; especially
in less formal elementary classrooms; others prefer simply to observe.
These matters should be discussed so that both teacher and adminis;.
ttAtor are clear about these expectations.

What kind of feedback may the teacher expect after a drop=in
visit? Anyone who is observed even briefly has some anxiety about the
impressions of the observer and appreciates some kind of feedback,
even if it is only a few words of commendation. Therefore, it is recorn=
mended that the principal give the teacher feedback in a systematic
fashion. Regardless of the decision, however, the matter should be
discussed.

What records will be kept of the monitoring? The observer should
probably make brief notes about each visit, and Shotild assure the
teachers that these notes are available for their review, if they have any
anxiety about the matter.

Will data from monitorial observations be made part of the evalu-
ation process? This is a sensitive issue, which needS to be discussed
candidly; Even though the formal evaluation of teacher performance
should be based primarily on carefully structured and implemented
observations, the fact that data from monitorial visits will inevitably
influence the administrator's judgment ShOUld be acknowledged. A
statement of this sort usually suffices:

In the administrative monitoring, I'll be visiting ydirik claSSe.s briefly,
primarily to keep informed about teaching and learning on a day:
to=day basis. I will not be makingformal evaluations ofyour teach=
ing; those formal evaluations will occur in evaluation visits. How-
ever; I will be forming impressions Of your Work; and making brief
ncr es about my visit. I f at any time my brief observations suggest
that some serious problems exist, you may be assured that I will tet
you know directly.

2. Administrative monitoring should be planned and scheduted, not
done randomly and unsystematically. The administrator should begin
by blocking out time in the weekly schedule. It is also u'eful to develop

monitoring schedule that will yield some systematic observation.
There are various ways to approach the monitoring process.



Many effective principals monitor at crucial times in the school
day: when school begins; during lunch periods; and at the end of the
day:

Some principals monitor grade by grade, visiting all 6th-grade
classrooms in a given week, for example. Thus, in a few days' time they
will have gutten a bird's-eye view of what's going on in a particular
grade.

Other principals monitor subject by subject, visiting all mathe-
matics classes during E. given week; for example. In this way they get a
cross-section of mathematics teaching and learning across the school.

Still others prefer to get a series of contrastive snapshots: how is
English for the gifted different from English for college- preparatory
studentsand how is that different from English for the less able?

If monitoring is planned and systematic, the administrator will be
able, in a relatively brief period of time to get a somewhat reliable
picture of teaching and learning in that school. If a principal can make
four such visits in a 45-minute period (counting the time required to go
from room to room) and can set aside even one period a day, then in a
week's time he or she will have observed 20 classroomsa rather
representative sample, if the visiting has been carefully planned.

3. AdMiniStrative monitoring shoutd be learning-centered. Since the
monitorial visit will be brief, it is essential to focus only on the critical
aspects of learningand how teaching has facilitated or impeded that
learning. By concentrating on the following key questions, the Ob;
server is able to maintain a learning-centered focus, avoid distrac=
tions, and make the most of a brief visit.

What model of learning and teaching is the teacher attempting to
implement? Is this a discovery or an inquiry lesson, .1 direct instruc:
tion presentation, or a creative arts workshop?

How many pupils are on-task and how mail), seem off -taSk? To
what extent does the teacher seem aware of and responsive to off-taSk
behavior? What behaviors of other pupils and the teacher appear to be
contributing to the off-task behavior?

To what extent do pupils seem aware of and involved with the
learning objectives? How many pupils at a given point in time seem to
be actively participating in learning? What is the teacher doing to
facilitate or impede such participation?

What kind of feedback are pupils getting about their learning? Are
they sufficiently aware of progress and problems? What is the teacher
doing to facilitate such awareness?



4. Administrative monitoring is likely to be most effective_ when it is
interactive across two dimensions: theadministratorgives feedback to the
teacher and uses the observational data as part ()fait ongoing assessment
of the instructional program and the school climate. AS noted above; the
teacher should receive feedback of both a positive and negative sort; as
appropriate. The observer should reinforce an effective teacher behav-
iur with praise: "I like the way you. monitored the small-group discus-
sions." Less effective behavior should be questioned: "I felt some
concern about the fact that pupils in the baCk of the room seemed
inattentive. What was your perception?"

And the wise administrator uses the observations to monitor the
school on a day-to-day basis:

Are there certain times during the day when pupils seem inatten-
tive and disruptive in class?

Are there certain places in the building where pupils seem easily
distracted?

How much direct instruction goes on across grades, ability levels,
and subjects?

Is it used excessively, insufficiently, or inappropriately?
To what extent are teachers giving attention to critical thinking

and the higher thought processes?
How much do teachers vary content and method from group to

group?

Answers to such questions can point to problems that will need more
systematic examination and analysis.

Implementation of Alliolotetive

How shoUld administrative monitoring be irnplenriented in the dif-
ferentiated approach? While some answers have just been suggested,
it might be appropriate at this point to describe the process more
explicitly.

First; the leadership team decides who will monitor. As noted ear-
lier, this should be the responsibility of an acninistrator, preferably
one at the school, not the district, level. The team; with input from the
intitructional staff, then decides whether adMiniStrative monitoring is
to be offered only as an option for thoSe choosing itor is to be
provided to all teachers, who then clicioSe one of the other modes in
pAition to the monitoring.
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The administrator responsible for the monitoring then meets with
all those who will be involvedeither those choosing it as an option or
the entire faculty. The issues noted earlier are discussed and resolved:
the person responsible; the observer's behavior as a visitor; the nature
of the feedback process; the records to be kept; and the relationship to
evaluation. The adminisl. ator then develops a monitoring schedule
for his or her use only The schedule should probably not be shared
with the teachers, since the intent is to get representative pictures of
unrehearsed behavior.

Then the visits begin. The administrator stays in a class for five to
ten minutesjust long enough to get a sense of what learning and
teaching are going on. The observer focuses on the key elements cited
earlier: the learning-teaching model; on-task and off-task behavior;
awareness of and involvement with objectives; and nature and source
of feedback about learning. The observer leaves, giving the teacher a
nonverbal signal or a brief word of appreciation for the opportunity to
visit.

Upon leaving; it is probably useftil for the administrator to make a
brief note of the observation, while impressions are still vivid. I find a
4 x6 index card useful for recording both the basic information (date,
time, teacher observed; type of class) and observational notes on the
key learning and teaching elements. Figure 10 illustrates these points.

The adminigtrator should then give the teacher some immediate
feedback about the observation; If at all possible, the feedback should
be given in a face-to-face exchange: a brief discussion between classes,
at lunch, or at the end of the day; If such oral feedback is not always
feasible, then a brief note will do; Regardless of the form of the interac-
tion, the observer should always try to find something positive to
commend; and, if there were problems; the feedback should probably
be confined to only one question or concern;

Figure 10; Notes from Administrative Monitoring

oct 10, pd 2 Loren Jones; 10th-grade English

Small-group discussions on Frost poem.
Jones sitting with one group; about one-third of pupils in other groups seem

off- task. J. seems unaware of them.
In groups where I checked, pupits seem unclear about their task; no one seemed

to be acting as leader for groups; In each group one pupil seemed to dominate
discussion.

J. Walker



If a brief conference is held, then obviously a more direct style is
called for, since time is liinited. So the principal might say to Mr. Jones
after the visit recorded in Figure 10:

Thanks for the chance to drop by this morning. I liked your use of
sMallgroups in discussing poetry. Several of thep; pits had a chance
to talk about the poemand they seemed interested in it. I did have a
concern about the groups you were not sitting with Several seemed
unclear about the purpose of -the discussion. What were your percep-
tions?

A brief note would have the same content: alWays one positive com-
mentand one concern, if problems existed.

Good principals have always monitored. Administrative monitoring
can perhaps be a more effective practice if the guidelines in this
chapter are kept in mines.

V



CHAPTER

6
Resources for

erentiated
Supervision

In_all of these supervisory modes; professional colleagUeS obViOuslY
play a entral role: a trained supervisor is essential fok clinical

supervision; peers are vital in the cooperative mode; a supervisor or
principal can best facilitate self-directed development; and an astute
administrator must monitor; However, there are three other special
resources that can be used in the clinical, cooperatiVe, and self-
directed supervisory modes: student feedback, videotape analysis, and
the reflective joumaL Each in its own way can supplement the assis-
tance Of tfic: 'rofessional colleague.

Student Feedback
Over the past several years there has been much debate Myatt the

usefulness of student ratings of teaChers. Those who question the value
of such rat ings usually make the folloVving arguments: students are too
immature to evaluate teaching; Stiidents can best evaluate a teacher
only after several years have elapsed to give the.m a needed perspec;
tive; student rating forms are neither reliable rk r valid; and student
rating systems are actually popularity contests.

Those advocating the use of student ratings usually turn to the
research to support their counterclaims. However,as Alearrioni (1981
notes, "Most of the research and use of the student 7titig forms haS
occurred at the college and university level. Generalizations to other
educational and noneducational levels will he left to the diScretio6 of
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the reader" (p. 110). Given that caution, his review of the research on
student ratings of teachers does provide some tentative empirical
grounds for resolving the issue. These findings seem most useful:

1. Students tend to make consistent ratings from one year to the
next. Correlations between student ratings of the same course and
instructor range from .70 to .87.

2. Students appear to be discriminating judges. In several studies
they have been able to make distinctions between an instructor's
personal qualities and his or her professional competence;

3. Student judgments seem not to change over time; Ratings of
alumni who had been out of school for five to ten years were consistent
with those of students currently enrolled.

4. Well-developed forms and procedures tend to yield both reliable
and valid i-esultS. Alearnoni cauticihs, however, that most rating forms
developed by students and faculty without the aid of professionals
tend to produce unreliable results.

5. The research is inconclusive as to whether student ratings can
improve instruction. However, two relatively recent studies
(Aleamoni; 1978: McKeachie, 1979) concluded that instructors made
significant improvements in their ratings when personal consul-
tations were provided.

These findings on the usefulness of student ratings at the colle&-
level are supported by just a few studies at the elementary and secon-
dary level. After reviewing several reports of student ratings of
elementary and secondary teachers, Shaw (1973) noted that an it
creasing number of school districts were using student evaluations;
Based on her review of those reports, she made the following recom-
mendations to those contemplating the use of student ratings:
(1) make such programs voluntary for teachers at,the beginning;
(2) provide strong administrative leadership in initiating the program
but involve teachers extensively in developing forms and procedures;
and (3) make clear at the outset whether student ratings will be used as
part of the formal evaluation system. And Bryan (1960) .)und that
teachers who used the Teacher Image Questionnaire changed their
teaching after studying their profiles yielded from student responses.
Additional support for the use of student feedback can be found in
Anderson and Walberg's (1974) research; they note that several studies
demonstrate that students can make reliable observations of the class-
room learning environmentand point out that such environmental
measures are valid predictors of learning.
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Since the research on student evaluation of elementary and secon-
dary teachers is not con-elusive, and since teachers' associationsfor the
most part strongly resist their mandated use, it would seem unwise to
make such ratings a required part of any supervisory program. How-
ever, Our experienCe suggests that teachers will accept student feed-
back as a resource if three conditions exist.

First, the use of student feedback should be optional in the differ-
eritiated prograrii; Those responsible for leading the differentiated
program shou review with teachers the research on student feedback
and simply note that it is one useful resource for improving teach-
ingnot a required part of the pro-grain. Second, teachers should be
assured that they control access to the results. If a teacher decides to
secure student feedback, then that teacher decides whether to sharethe results with peers, supervisors, or administrators. Finally, it
should be made clear that snider:: feedback will not be used in the
formal evaluation of teaching_performance.

If student feedback is provided as :--Ary. optional resource, those in
volved can decide either to use a standardized form or to develop their
own; Since the results from student feedback will not be used in the
evaluation of teaching, there is leSS need to be concerned about the useof homemade forms.

Three types of homemade forinS can be developed. One alternative is
to develop a general form that uses simple language to ask about the
essential components Of good teaching; Those involved should review
the research on teacher effeCtiVeness, choose the skills and attributes
they wish to assess, and then phrase those skills without professional
jargon. One such form is illustrated in Figure 11.

A second type of homemade form is subject-specific. TeacherS in a
specific subject area Meet, review the research on teaching and learn-
ing in their discipline, and then develop a form that focuses on the
important skills in teaching that discipline-=--or one phase of it Figure
12 shows a sample fOrin for teachers who want feedback from siiidents
about the teaching of Writing.

The third type of student feedback focuses on the teaming environ-
ment, not the teacher; These forms askstudents for their perceptions of
the learning environment; with the items phrased so that the focus is
away from the teacher. For example, "I have a chance to express my
ideas in this class." McGreal (1983) makes the point that such feedback
has three distinct advantages over feedbaCk about the teacher: it islikely to be more accurate and consistent; it is likely to be better
accepted by teachers; and it is formative, not summative; in nature.
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Figure 11; General Form for Obtaining Student FeedbaCk

DirectiOUS: Your teacher would like to know how you_ feel about his or her
teaching in your class. Read each sentence below. Decide how true it is about
your teacher. Circle one of the four choices in front of each sentence. The
choices are:

F = very much false
f = more false than true

= more ti,e than false
T = very much true

This teacher:

F f t T keeps us busy for the whole period.

FftT knows how to have good discipline in our class.

F f t T explains ideas clearly.

F f t T makes us want to do our best work.

F I t T is fair with everybody and does not play favoriteS.

F f t T makes our school work seem interesting.

FftT tellS us each day what we are supposed to learn.

F f t T grades our tests and papers fairly.

F f t T helps us practice what we have learned.

F f t T is always friendly with students.

One of the values of such homemade forms is that they stimulate and
motivate professional dialogue. As teacherr discuss the qualities of
effective teaching and decide which aspects they wish to assess, they
value and profit from the exchange of views.

Videotape Anidysis
A second Optional resource that should be made available to those

using the clinical, cooperative, or self-directed modes is the guided
analysiS of videotapes of the teacher's own classroom; Aswith student
feedback, thoSe participating should have some very specific assur-
ances about the 1-alb:AWE* matters: the teacher will decide which class
will be taped; the teacher will control access to the tape; and the tape
will not be used as part Of the formal evaluation of teaching.

A review Of the research on the use Of videotape (see Fuller and
Manning; 1973, frit- a comprehensive summary) and an analysis of my
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Figure 12. Subject-Specific Form for Obtaining Student Feedback:
The Teaching of Writing

Directions: Your English teacher is interested in finding out What you think
about how writing is taught in your English class. Read each sentence below.
Decide now true it is about how your teacher teacheS Writing. Circle one of thefour choices in front of each statement. The choices are:

F = very much false
f = more false than true
t = more true than false
T = very much true

FftT
FftT
FftT
FitT
FftT
FftT
FftT
FftT
FftT
FftT

This teacher:

helps us get ideas for our writing.
lets Us choose our own topics

helps us publish class magazines and newspapers.
teaches us how to plan and organize our writing
lets us work in groups to get help Froth each other.
shows us how to revise our writing to make it better.
gives us time in class to revise our writing.
teaches us the skills we need to write well.
grades our writing fairly.

praises our writing when it is good.

own experience in using it with teachers and supervisors suggest that
the following system will result in most effective use.

The teacher chooses the class to be taped, keeping in mind Fidler
and Manning's suggestion that the session should be a typical; not an
unusual; one The teacher and the consultant (consultant is used here to
refer to a supervisor, administrator, or a per with special training)
discuss what teacher or pupil behaviors might provide the best focus
for the taping; For example, they may decide that the teacher's re-
sponses to student answers might be an appropriate focus; They de-
velop a form for their use in examining more Closely this aspect of
teaching; if there is time and if they agree that such a form would be
useful; In this case the teacher might nrepare a seating chart for the
class to be taped, along with a simple code indicating how the teacher
responded to answers from each student:



R = Repeated answer.
P = Responded positively to answer.
N = Responded negatively to answer.
S = Asked other students to evaluate answer or to answer

question.
U = Used the answer in moving discussion forward.
I = Seemed to ignore or make no response to answer.

2. The taping is arranged for and carried out, usually by a trained
student or technician; who has been briefed about the professional
focus of the taping; since that might affect the technical aspects of the
taping.

3. The teacher first views the tape alone. If a form was developed for
the skill under eY.arnination; the teacher may use the form indepen-
dently during this solo viewing; If no form was developed; then the
teacher is simply instructed to focus on the behaviors identified. At
this time the teacher may decide not to share the tape with the consul-
tant; and the teacher is assured that there is no need to give a reason for
such a decision.

4. If the teacher decides to share the tape with the consultant, the
consultant should have an opportunity to view the tape alone, in order
to analyze the tape systematically and objectively; without being
influenced by the presence of the teacher. It is difficult to analyze a
tape with an anxious teacher nearby.

5. The teacher and the consultant then arrange to view the tape
together. Again the focus is on the particular behavior that they had
agreed to examineusing either the special form or simply by looking
closely at the behavior. The consultant plays a crucial role here. He or
she should be supportive and empathetic, calling attention to
strengthS and empathizing with the teacher's feelings. However, the
consultant must also be prepared to confrontnoting discrepancies
between the teacher's perceptions and the consultant's observations.
Fuller and Manning recommend hereand the recommendation
seems like a wise onethat the consultant call attention to molo
discrepancies; avoiding those that might be either too minor to note -Jr.
too threatening to deal with.

Our experience with schools in the pilot studies indicates that
teachers who at first seem reluctant to have their classes videotaped
find it a very valuable experience if they have the support and advice of
a skilled consultant.



The Refle4 Wive Journal
The reflective journal is a personal record and account of the

teacher's experiences, feelings, and reactions during the supervisory
process. As such it has primary value for those working in the self-di-
rected mode, although it can also be used successfully by those experi-
encing the clinical or the cooperative approach.

As a means of recording and reflecting about one's experiences, the
personal journal, of course, has had a long and honored history. Writ-
ers like Henry Thoreau and mystics like Thomas Merton have attested
to its value, and many English teachers have advocated its use with
students. Only recently, however, has the journal been used systemati-
cally with teachers as a way of helping them reflect about and grow
from their professional experience. As far as I can determine; Yinger
and Clark (1981) are the first to provide a well-documented account of
the use of the journal as a resource for staff development. They report
that the journal is a useful means for facilitating teacher reflection and
analysis. Others in the profession; however; have used variations of the
journal as a means of facilitating teacher growth. Ryan (1981) suggests
that teachers should be encouraged to tell their personal stories, either
to a trained story collector or to a sympathetic listener. And Perrone
(1977) recommends the use of teacher recollections as a means of
evaluating programs and helping teachersgrow professionally.

My own experience in using journals with both students and
teachers indicates that there are two personality types who do not
appear to profit from journal keeping: (1) the unreflecave, who seem
content to live on the surface of lifethey seem unaware of the depths
of experience; and (2) the troubted, who are deeply disturbed and
anxious about aspects of their personal and professional livesthey
are afraid of what they might find at the center. Asked to keep a
journal; both the unaware and the afraid turn the journal into a diary
of the trivial: persons met, appointments kept, and chores accom-
plished.

For this reason the reflective journal should be an option, not a
requirement, for teachers experiencing the clinical, the cooperative,or
the self-directed modes. Those who decide to keep the journal should
be given a choice about whether and with whom they share journal
entries. And they should be assured that they can make it what they
wish. For some the journal will become primarily a detailed record of
their professional experiences and their reactions to them: their reac-
tions to books and journal articles; their responses to conferences and
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training sessions; their ideas for next week's lesson or next month's
unit; their feelings about a supervisory interaction.

For others it will provide an opportunity for a more profound ex-
ploration of the meaning of their personal and professional lives. For
such teaches a simple pattern like the following seems helpful:

Focus. Think about one encounter today that in retrospect seems
important to you. Note in your journal the time and the place.

Recall, Recall the details of the experience: what was done; what
was said; what was felt at the time. Try to recreate and thus re-live the
experience. Write down all the details you can remember.

Reflect: Reflect about what the experience means to you now: what
do you understand more clearly about your values; your culture; your
teaching; your way of being in the world? Write about those under-
standings.

The goal here; of course; is to develop what Maxine Greene (1973)
calls the disposition of being "critically attentive." Her words seem so
apposite that they deserve to be quoted at length:

The teacher must probe; therefore; and try to understand what
impinges on him in the everyday: the messages of the media; the
impact of crowded streets; the atmosphere of shopping centers,
government bureaus, schools; the privacy of his home. If he can
write down some of what he perceives each day, so much the bet-
ter. . . . Like his students; the teacher cannot help living much of the
time in a world others prefabricate for what they consider to he the
public. On occasion, he must be critically attentive; he must con-
sciously choose what to appropriate and what to discard. Reliance
on the natural attitudea commonsense taking for granted of the
everydaywill not suffice; In some fashion, the everyday must be
rendered problematic so that questions may be posed (p. 11).

To render the everyday life of teaching problematicand in the
process to develop the disposition of critical attentiveness: those are
the goals of the reflective journal.
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CIELIPIIER

Implementin
entiated 5vstem

e differentiated system of supervision is intended not only to give
choices to the teachers; !t is also designedto provide choices to the

school or district. This chapter explains how those choices can be
made and implemented, based on a decision-making and acninistra-
.ive process that has worked well in the pilot schools. Each district or
school interested in using the program should, of course, vary these
processes to suit local conditions.

fttablishing &ffiddelincs
The leadership team should meet together, after each member has

had an opportunity to read this monograph or at least to become
informed about the essential information. Ideally this meeting should
occur in November or December prior to the school year in which the
system will be implemented, in order to provide ample time for
budgeting and scheduling requirements. Based on the team's assess-
ment of the local context, the members should determine thebroad
guidelines within which the system must operate, answering the fol-
lowing questions:

I . if the decision is to be made at the district level, which schools
will be involved?

2. Which individual will be primarily responsible for the adminis-
tration of the program?
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3. To what extent and in what manner will the teachers' association
be consulted? Which contract provisions; if any; might influence the
way the system operates?

4. What resources can be made available? In what ways and to what
extent can funds and time be provided to support the program?

5. Are there any specific constraints that will govern the way the
program should operate? Are there any district or school policies that
will limit the options available to teachers?

Information and Input
If guidelines have been set at the district level, then the dedsion-

making process Liow moves to the school level. The intent is to make
this a school L'ased project, one for which school administrators and
teachers feel a sense of ownership. Each school participating in the
project should set up a project task force composed of administrators,
supervisors: and teachers; a task force of five to six members seems to
work best. The task force will have responsibility for planrArtg, imple7
menting, and evaluating the project, Task force members should read
this monograph or a digest of its salient information, review the con-
straints previously established by the leadership team, and then de-
velop a planning and implementation schedule.

At this time the task force should hold an information7and-input
session for the faculty. The leader with primary responsibility for the
project should introduce task force members; explain the function of
the task force; specify the general goals of the project, review the
rationale for a differentiated system; and clarify the guidelines previ-
ously established; It is also essential at this time to stress with the
faculty that they will be actively involved in developing their own
approach to differentiated supervision; This last point; perhaps, needs
some elaboratirm and emphasis; I do not offer a monolithic model of
differentiated super visior which I want each school to implement in
some pure form. I offer instead some opti is and ideas, based on sound
research and tested in practice; My hope is that each school will
develop its own differentiated system, which reflects the special in-
sights of that faculty and responds to their special needs;

The program leader should then provide some basic information
about the blades of supervision that will be made available to the
faculty and should sketch in broad outline how the system might
operate 'n that school. It is also essential at this point to be clear about
the limits of teacher choice, so that there w:11 >e no confusion about



thiS aSic isSiie. Two points should probably be stressed. First, every-
one_ Will be supervised in some fashion: no supervision " _is not an
option. Se Cord, the principal will retain veto power in the final deter-
mination of who receives clinical supervision. AS noted in the previous
chapter, research suggests that the cooperative and self-directed
modes should be made available only to coniPetent, experienced
teachers. However; it 's important to emphasize with the faculty that
Many experienced and competeut teachers will Choose clinical super-
vision; simply because they value the professional growth that it
provides. In this way those receiving clinical supervision are less likely
to be stigmatized.

It is desirable for the leader to distribute a one- or two-page ques-
tion- and - answer summary, -which will help clarify possible misunderz
standings and present the basic information in capsule form for any
faculty members absent from the meeting.A sample question-and =an;
swer summary for each mode of supervision is provided in the four
appendices. They may be adapted for use by participating schools.

Program Planning
With the general parameters made clear and the basic information

presented, the faculty should next meet in small groups with a
member of the task force leading each group. These sinali-troup dis-
cussions should be structured so that teachers have an opportunity to
raise questions and share ideas. It is not a time to make decisions. The
leader should then end this initial meetingby responding to the ques-
tions raised in the small groups and by explaining the next steps in the
decision-making process;

During the ensuing two or three weeks, the differentiated system
Should be discussed in-depth and explored in grade-level or de-
partmental meetings; with a task force member present at each meet-
ing to answer questions, note suggestions, and ascertain teachers'
PerceptiOns about the program. Our experience suggests that this
stage should not be hurried; teachers will need time to digest the
information; exchange ideas in a climate of openneSS, and reach some
tentative decisions about how they want the system to operate;

Now the task force should re- convene to make specific decisions
about the implementation of the program in thatschool. Figure 13 lists
the important questions that should be answered before the system
begins to operate. Perhaps some elaboration is needed here about
the issue of which supervisory options will be offered. An essential
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Figure 13. Implementation Issues

About the Differentiated System in General:
1. Who is responsible for administering the project?
2. What resources are available?
3, What supervisory options will be offered the teachers? WilL teachers be

limited to one mode or may they choose to be involved in twoof the modes?
Will_teachers be allowed to change their minds after the program is under
Way?

4. How will the project be monitored and evaluated?

About the Clinical Mtide:
1. Which teachers will be required to receive clinical supervision?
2. Who will provide clinical supervision?
3. Will any particular approach to clinical supervision be used?_
4: Are there any requirements about the number of observations and con-

ferences to be held?
5. Will data from supervisory visits be used in the formal teacher evalua-

tion program?
About Cooperative Professional Development:

1. Will teachers_ be encouraged to form cooperative teams within a grade
level or subject fieldor be given free choice about this issue?

2. How large will cooperative teams be?
3. What are the minimal expectations for each team? How many observa-

tionsand conferences? Are any other cooperative activities expected?
4. Who will monitor the progress of the cooperative mode?
5; How will time be provided for observation and feedback?

About Self-Directid Development:
1. Who will serve as the primary resource for teachers who choose this

mode?
2. TO What extent will the goal-setting and self-assessment processes be

formalized?
3. What are the minimal expectations for the number of conferences to be

held?
4. What special resources are available for this component?
5. Who will monitor this mode?

About Administrative Monitoring:
1. Who will do the administrative monitoring?
2; Will administrative monitoring be required for all teachersor offered

as one of the o0onS?
3; How will monitoring data be shared with teachers?
4. Hoik will monitoring data be used in evaluating teachers?
5. Are there any minima: expectations about the length and frequency of

monitoring visits?
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principle of the differentiated system is that each school should decide
how extensively it Wishes to implement the several modes. There are
basically four choices in resolving this issue:

Use only administrative monitoring with clinical supervision.
This is essentially a decision to formalize and improve what probably
already exists.

Use administrative monitoring, clinical supervision, and cooper-
ative professional development.

Ute administrative monitoring, clinical supervision, and self-di-
rected development.

Use all fou

Each of these patterns was selected by one or more of the cchools in the
pilot studiesand each was successful in its own Way.

It also should be noted that some schools have permitted teachers to
be involved in two modes during one year. Initially, in developing the
differentiated system, I assumed that every teacher would choose only
on However, in a number of the pilot Schools, teachers said "Why
limit us to one choice? Some of us would like to have clinical supervi-
sion and cooperative development=or cooperative development and
self-directed development." AlloWing teachers to participate in more
than one mode in a given year probably increases the administrative
complexity of the program =-but it makes sense to ve teachers this
option if they wish it.

With all these specific MieStions answered, the task I,rce should
convene a second faculty meeting to explain in detail how he program
will operate at that school and to solicit teacher suggestions for further
refinemetts. If the decisions Made adequately reflect the faculty pref-
erences and suggettions aired at previous meetings. then it is unlikely
that major changes will be suggested; however; the opportunity for
further nridificaticiii should be provided;

NoW the faCtiltY is ready to be surveyed about their preferences. A
brief forM should be used, in which the basic limits (everyone is
supervised; the princinal has veto power) are restated and the options
listed. After reviewing the n.sults, the principal decides if any of the
choices Should be vetoed. I recommend to principals that they confer
With each teacher whose choice is deemed uniki--.e and convey some-
what directly a message to this effect: "I thiqk that you and the school
Would profit if you had the benefits ofsome intensive clinical supervi-
sion." Some principals have been flexible he:e, indicating to the
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teacher that the decision will be reviewed at the end of the first
semester.

Implementation and Evaluation
The program then gets under way, with each mode monitored by the

individual rsponsible. After a few weeks into the project, a few
teachers will ask if they can change to a different mode. Our experience
in the pilot studies suggests that tne best response here is to encourage
tree.;-hers to stick with their first choice for at least two monthsand

t(t permit teachers to make only one change at the end of that
rsi.;d: This practice seems to be a sensible middle ground between
inflexibly saying; "No changes;" and permissively letting teachers
change their minds two or three times during a year

Two summative assessment processes are suggested. First, all
teachers in a given mode should meet together to openly discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of that particular mode. The group leader, of
course, should be responsible for recording reactions and reporting
them to the project task force. Second, the entire faculty should b'
surveyed, using a form similar to the one shown in Figure 14;

'I he task force should review the results of the small-group dircus-
sions and the survey in recommending what should be done the follow-
ing year The schools we have worked with have made ti ee different
choices at this po;nt. In one school the system worked so badly (largely
because of administrator-faculty cnnflict) that the whole program was
quietly laid to rest. In some sch,-e-,'s, the faculty anu administrators
decided in essence to use the differentiated system every three or four
years; in the intervening years, those schools used the bas;-: combina-
tion of clinical supervision and administrative monitoring. One ad-
ministrator put it this way: "The differentiated system worked well
it gave us a shot in the arm. But it takes time and effort. We'd like to put
it on the back burner for a few years andthen give it a fresh tryso that
teachers don't get tired of it." And in a few schools the system worked
so well that it has become a perrnarzent part of the school's approach to
the improvement of instruction.

So the differentiated system is Ytcot a panacea for all instructional ills.
It will not work in every school. But, given the active support and
cooperation of administrators, supervisors, and teaclis, it can make
a difference to those who are ready for a new form of professional
growth;
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Figure 14. Form for Evaluating the Differentiated System
Diremo, We are interested in getting your candid reactions to the diFer-
entiated upewision system used in our school. Please answer the questions
below.

I. WhIch supervisory mode were you invnlved in?
2. To what e!-tent did you personally profit from your enperience with this

mode? (Check one)
a great deal
somewhat
uncertain
only 4 little
not at All

3. To what extent do you believe the faculty in general profited from the
differentiated syteiti? (Check one)

0 great deAl
somewhat
uncertain

. lade
nor at all

4. What Co you think was (were)'" major strength(s) of the differentiated
system?

5. In whai ways do you think (nib.? eptikite system could be improved?



APPENDIX

A
erview

Supery ision

Q. What is clinical supervision?

A. A systematic and carefully planned program of supervising a
teacher, to assist the teachrf to grow professionally. Typically, the
clinical supervision process: inc: rporates several cycles of pre-obser-
vation conference, obset vas ion; analysis of observational data, feed=
back conference, and evaluation of the cycle

Q. How Marty such cycles are considered necessary?

A. The answer depends on the teacher's needs. While the issue has not
been carefully researched, experience suggests that a minimum of five
cycles is requi.-ed to effect maith improvement.

Q. W;i1c.f; teachers can profit from clinical supervision?

A. All teachers can profit from clinical supervision periodically in
their careers. New teachers and teachers experiencing special preb-
lems in the classroom need it nios .11.

Q. Who can provide clinical super..

A. It is best provided by someone had training and experience
in the SkillS of planning; (*serving; analyzing; conferring, and evaluat-
ing. That indiVidiial might be an administrator, a - upervisor, or an

..rienced teacher with special responsibilities and trait-lir*.
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DOrruntxnATED suhvitvIsl:

Q. Shoutd all teachers in a school receive clinical supervision?

A. As indicated above; all teachers can profit from the intensive assis-
tance of clinical supervision. Even very experienced and competent
teachers from time to time in their careers should have the benefits of
clinical supervision; However; since clinical supervision to be effective
requires a great deal of time; it seems reasonable to focus clinical
efforts on teachers who request it or on those who the principal feels
are especially in need of it

Q. Will the observations made as part of the clinical supervision process
be used also to rate or evaluate the teacher involved?

A. It seems desirable, in the opinion of most experts, to separate
supervision and evaluation. Ordinarily, therefore, supervisory visits
shoulci not have an evaluative focus. However, the answer to this
question is best determined by administrators and teachers consulting
together under the guidance of district policy and developing an ex-
plicit agreement about the issue;

Q. What written records will be ma,' of the clinical supervision?

A. Supervisors will probably keep two types of written records. First,
many supervisors will keep a "clinical supervision log," which briefly
notes the following: name of the teacher observed,_ class or period
observed; date of observation elate and _time when feedback confer-
ence was held; and a brief summary of th,;: conference. This log is
intended solely as a rev.' rd f":.r the supervisor.

Second; in addition to holding a feedback conference; the supervisor
will probably give the teach: 3 written report; which includes the
follow ing: date and time of observation; class or period observed;
chronological summary of importar.:: teaching arid learning transac
tions, teaching strengths noted; and issues requiring discussion.
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APPENDIX

Overview ofCooperative
nafessional

Development

Q. What is cooperative professional development?
A. A process whereby a smell group Of teaChers work together for their
own improvement, observing each other's classes and conferring
about those observations.

Q. How many observations and conferences are necessary?
A. A minimum of two cycles ofpmobServation conferring, observing,
and post-observational conferring is suggested. More would certainly
be desirable.

Q. Which teachers cat, profit from CoOperative professional develop-
ment?

A. All teachers can profit from it However, inexperienced teachers or
teachers encountering special difficulties probably need the more in-
tensive help of clinical supervision.

Q. HOw large should cooperative teams be?

A. Teams of two or three seem to work best.

Q. Which teachers should wok together?

A: That's up to the principal w.f.!. the teachers; Some teachert pre:. to
work with colleagues who flaiVe similar classes; others prefer t!i work
with coiletigta.:S whose classes are quite different.

1IMINMEMIMI
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Q. What can cooperative teams observe for?

A. A colleague-observer can observe for whatever purpose the teacher
to be observed requests: curriculum content, pupil behavior and lePrn-
ing, classroom climate and enviro ,.nent, instructional techni,-.i..es.
Observations will be more valuable if they have a definite focus;

Q. What are the values of cooperative professional development?

A. It enables teachers to become informed about what colleagues are
doing. It gives teachers some new ideas that they can try in their 3wn
classrooms. It gives the person observed some objective feedback
about teaching. It creates a professional climate and dialogue among
teachers.

Q. What is the rote of the principal in cooperative professionaldevelop-

ment?

A. To organize it, to get it going, and to monitor it occasionally just to
be sure it is moving along in good fashion.

Q. Are (1:etu from cooperative professional development made part of the
evaluation process?

A. Absolutely not.

Q. Whc; kinds of record- should be kept of cooperative professional
develoi.,

A. In order to monitor the program, the principal needs some record of
what is_happening. At the beginning the cooperative team submits a
simple form outlining their plans; and at the end of the program they
submit r: ,econc form summarizing what was accomplished. These are
the only recor1s necessary. A noted above, these reporis should not
include any data that might be used for evaluation purposes.

Suggestions for Holdia4 a Cooperative
Planfrig conference

The classroom visit will probably be more productive if it is pre-
ceded by a brit..! planning conference. The following suggestions
should be helpful.
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1. Hold the planning conference at a 'ime mutually agreeable and in
a place where both parties can talk informally and freely.

2. Keep the conference relatively brief. Agree in advance about :he
general time limi.. ; so that both persons can make firm plans. Twenty
minutes is uSuall: enough time for the planning conference.

3. Agree about which class is to be observed. The teacher to be
observed should give the colleague some background about the class
and their progress. This is a better-than-average group. Several of
them seem just a it unmotivated. We've been working on the term
paper for the past few lessons."

4. The teacher who is to be observed should indicate briefly his or
her plans for the class; "I'll begin bychecking assignments. Then I plan
to do some work on how to take notes from bdokS and periodicals. I
want them to learn how to make good notes Without doing a lot of
copying."

5. The teacher who is to be observed ShOtild be as specific as possible
about the kind of feedback oesired. ObSerVationS are more productive
if they have a definite focus-:-=arid the teacher should determine that
focus; The observer can focus on the teaching, the classroom environ-
ment; the curriculum, or the Students. It's up to the teacher to decide.
These matters are discussed more fully in the next section;

You can, of cotirSe, spend more time on the planning conference if
you wish. Many teachers report that they have berferwed most just by
talking over their plans in detail with a colleague. A colleague can be a
sounding board for theP1 tentative ideas. They ask questions, share
ideas, try out possibt.

Possible rod for Conwrative
Observations-

What should an obSerVer look for whet observing a class? The
answer depends; Of Course; on the teacher's inter .ests and professional
needs.

In general, an observer can be asked tc four aspects of
classroo.:: Interactions; We are now looking at the obServation from
the viewt,csii;t of the teacher who is to be observed.

I. The currictilum.You can ask the observer to look mainly at your
curriculum choicet. HaVe_yon chosen content that seems at an appro-
priate level of difficulty? the cr.sntent seem to be of interest to the
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student? You ask the observer to look mainly at what you have chosen
to teach; not how.

2. The students; You ask the observer to closely observe the students.
You may ask the observer to look closely at one student who concerns
you. Or there may be a group of students whom you feel you are not
reaching. Or you may be interested in your general interactions with
the class: Which students are you calling on? Which ones seem most
involved? Which ones are inattentive? All this information would be
important to you.

3. General teaching techniques. Several teaching skills seem gener-
ally effective in most subjects and across several grade levels. You can
ask the observer to look closely at one of the following effective teach-
ing skills or to give you objective feedback about your use of several of
these skills.

Do you:

Devote more time to teaching-learning activities and less time to
classroom management?

Set reasonably high expectations for students and make those
expectations clear?

Make clear to the students what they are expected to learn and
how they may learn it?

Increase the interest value of what is taught?
Increase active student participation in the lesson and maintain a

high degree of on-task student bt7navior?
Give students a chance to apply and practice what they have

learned?
Give students frequent and appropriate feedback about their

learning achievement and performance?
Help students remedy learning deficiencies?
Make fluid transitions between learning episodes?
Maintain a classroom climate that is warm without being too

friendly?
4. Specific teaching techniques. Some special teaching skills are

more effective in particular subjects. In the teaching of writing, for
example; providing pre-writing activities seems to be helpful to most
students. The observer can look more clnsely at one of these skills,
which you know to be effective in vow subject or at your grade level.

It's also possible, of course. to ask the observer to just observe,
without a predetermined focus. In such a case the observer will simply
note all important teacher behaviors and student responses.
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Suggestiofts- for Making a Cii-koperative-
ObServation

Below are some of the most commonly askee ions concerning
the skills of making a classro n observation. w, e ?coking at the
observation from the observer's point of view.

Q. How long should I observe?

A. Stay for at least a halfan hour. Try to see an entire learning episode,
from beginning to end; At the secondary level you, visit ',horrid proba-
bly laSt for the full period.

Q. Where do l sit?

A. The best place is in a spot where you can see both the teacher and
the students' faces. But try to make yourself as unobtrusive as possible.

Q. Should I take notes?

A. YOU should probably Make some form of record of vhat you see
happening, unless the teacher being observed has asked you not to take
notes. A great deal will go on in the classroom, and there will just be too
much to remember.

Q. What notes do I take for an u .Focused Obierv.

A. Make up your own form. ,bservers nit keep a running
account of what happens, not': the time in three= or five-n-zinute
increments. Another useful form. ,:se foil-, columns: time, teacher
objectives, teacher activities; student responses.

Q. What notes do I !ate for a focused observation?

A. Here again the best answer is to devise; your own simple form.
Think about what the. teacher has asked you to obsei 'e and rough out a
.`arm that will hop you get the data you need. Suppose, fur examp;e,
he t;.acher has asked you to look at student responses. With the

fracher's cooperation make up a seating dart. Use your own ea sy-to-
r,membee code tc note such predictable behav!,xis az ''vtiltinteers
answer," "does not answer when called on," and so on.
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Suggestions for Holding a Ctoperative
Feedback Conference

After the observation the teacher who was observed and the observer
meet for a feedback conference to discuss the observation. The follow-
ing guidelines offer simple suggestions to make this conference pro-
ductive;

1; The most important consideration is the tone of the conference:
two professional colleagues are discussing a shared experience. The
observer is not an evaluator making judgments. Neither is the ob-
server a supervisor trying to bring about improvements in teaching.
The observer is a colleague who was able to see what happened and can
be of most help to the teacher by giving objective feedback and reflect-
ingtogether with the teacher about what those data mean.

This tone can perhaps best be achieved if the teacher who was
observed determines the agenda, asking questions of the obsert er,
taking the lead in making sense of the data; and deciding when the
conference ends. This tone of professionals sharing information can
also be achieved if the teacher who was observed does not ask the
observer to_make judgments, by avoiding questions like; "What did
you think of the lesson?"

2. What kinds of questions should the teacher asi; the observer? If
you asked for an unfocused or genera! observation, If% a question
somethinglike tE.is: _"What do you think was the moat important thing
going on that Lmight have missed?" Ora question 11:e this is often
useful!: "I thought I had their interest until about ha'if 'v through the
period: Did you notice anything important at about th, t

If you asked for a focused observation,. then the quest
Simply ask about the focus; "What did you notice abou Judent
responses?"

3; The observer should try to be as- objective -as re isle, sharing
information; not making judgments. There's nothing wrongwith sin-
cere praise; of course; but most of all -the teacher wants specific infor-
ma'_ion about what happened and why. _

4. Keep the conference relatively brief-20 minutes shoula_ ..;)e
enough. And try to hold it as soon after the '3 bserrat;rm as ptssible;
while the detri!s of the observation are still 17: T.sh, in your mind.
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Overview of
S ected
Development

Q: What is self:direCted developMent?

A. A process by which a teacher systeinatically plans for his or her
own professional growthand conscientiously carries out the plan
over the course of a year.

Q. Which teachers can profit from self- directed develop,:rent?

A. This component is probably mast useful to teachers who meet three
criteria. they are experienced and compi:tent tenchers; they are
skilled in self-analysis and self-direction; and they pi efer to work on
their own, rather than with colleagues.

Q. What is the role of the principal in this component?
A. The principal serves mainly as a resource person: to help the teach=
er develop a plan for growth, to find the resources :seeded, and to assess
progress.

Q. What are the values of self-directeddevelopment?

A. ft probably helps the teacher become more insightful and more
self-directing in achieving professional growth, and it facilitates A
productive dialogue between the principal and the teacher.

Q. How can the teacher plan Pr self-directed development?
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A. The teacher should_ have some flexibility here, since individual
needs will vary so much. However, experience suggests that the pro7
gram will be most profitable if the teacher prepares a written plan for
self-directed development and discusses it with the principal. Typi-
cally; the plan will include these components: professional growth
goal or goals for the year; the means by which the teacher hopes to
achieve these goals (including readings, discussions, conferences, ob-
servations; tape recordings of Classes); resources the teacher needs to
achieve these goals (People, tithe, ftmds, equipment, materials); the
way in which theteacher plans to assess progress; the kind of help the
teacher requires from the principal.

Q. What is a professional growth goal?

A. A goal that the teacher hopes to achieve that year in his or her
development as a teacher. Althe-gh it will always be concerned with
some aspect of professional giuvrtik, it need not be directly related to
the school system'S stated goalstmless the district requires such a
linkage. It provides a focus for the teacher's self-development efforts
and aids the principal iti providing the needed support. While the goal
need not be quantifiable; it should be clear and unambiguous. Here are
some examples of professional growth goals:

To use the computer more efficiently in teaching problem solving.
To learn about and implement cooperative learning strate.--ies in

my classroom.
To develop and teach two new thematic units for my gifted pupils.

Q. . re data from self-directed development used in the evaluation pro=

A. Only if the teacher wishes to have such data used; The teacher and
the priheiPal should make an explicit agreement about this matter.
Ordiharib , self-appraiSal is not sufficiently objective to be of central
importance in the administrator's rating of the teaching.

Q. What records should be kept of the sel /-directed component?

A. As noted above, a written plan will probably facilitate the self-
directed growth and will enable the principal to have some proles-
ciunal input. It will also be useful for both the teacher and the principal
if the teacher prepares and shares a written self-assessment at the end
of the year, although this assessment should probably be used only at a



means of continuing the growth and the professional dialogue. As also
noted above, the teacher's self-assessment should probably not be partof the administrator's rating of the teacher.



APPENDIX

erview of
strative

nitoring

Q. What is administrative monitoring?

A. Administrative monitoring is an informal process of briefly observ-
ing a class for any supervised school activity) and giving the teacher
some informal feedback about the observation.It is a process by which
the principal maintains high visibility in the school; keeps in touch
with school activities; makes on-the-spot assessments of learning;and
demonstrates an active interest in all that is happening;

Q. Is it a substitute for clinical supervision?

A. No, because it lacks the systematic and intensive nature of such
supervision.

Q. What are its values?

A. As noted abOve, it has several values. It gives the principal data
about what is happening in the school. It demonstrates to teachers and
pupils that the principal is actively concerned and involved. It enables
the principal to monitor performance and to stay on top of problems.
And it enables the principal to give teachers brief but frequent feed-
back about teaching and learning.

Q. How does the principal provide administrative monitoring?
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A. By periodically making a tour of the school, stopping to visit a ck.:ss
for several minutes, noting significant data, and giving the teach
appropriate feedback.

Q. Should all teachers be involved in administrative monitoring?

A. All teachers should be involved in some manner; since all are part of
the school and its programs. However, the principal may wish to
provide only administrative monitoring for experienced and compe-
tent teachers who do not need clinical supervision and do not wish to
be involved in one of the supervisory options.

Q. Are ob ervations Made as part ofadministrative monitoring included
in the evaluation process?

A. Such informal observations can contribute to the evaluation pro=
cess; however, they are not a substitute for systematic evaluative
visits. The principal should be explicit with the teachers about the
relationship of administrative monitoring to evaluation.

Q. What record.s Shcnild be kept Ofadministrative monitoring?

A. It is recommended that the principal keep a written anecdotal
record daily teacher behavior that merits commendation or indicates
improvement is needed. The record should note the date, time and
place of the observation and record briefly the behavior involved. This
anecdotal record should be available for the teacher to examine at any
time.

In addition, the principal may wish to keep a record of the dates and
hours of all monitoring, solely for administrative purposes.
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For supervisors, administrators; and
students of supervision

Readings in
Educational
Supervision
Frbrn Educational
Leadership

rimglivigs In
educational
sivervision

This special ASCD edition of 42 articles covers important
topics on educational supervision published in
Edimational Leadership in recent years.

Editors Edith E. Gnmsley and Ray E. Bruce of the University Of Georgia have
compiled works by such respected writers as Thomas Sergiovanni: Madeline
Hunter, Ben Harris. Allan Glatthorn, Fenwick English, A.W. Sturges; Carl
Glickman; and many others:

Each article falls into one of the nine topic areas most frequently addreSSed
by writers of textbooks on educational supervision and by instructors, irirluding:

The history, nature, purposes, and tasks of educational supervision
Trends in organization for SUpeiViStiry Services
Human skills in supervision
Supervisory techniques for planning and managing educAtional programs
The supervisor as facilitator in the improvement of teaching and learning
The supervisor as leader in curriculum and staff development
The supervisor as a researcher and MeMber of the profession

Readings In Educational Supervision brings together in one volume
articles of lasting value to leaderS seriously concerned with improving
instruction, including:

Six Types of Supervisory COrifereriteS, Madeline Hunter
Clinical Supervision in the 1980s: Karolyn J. Snyder
Shared Leadership "The Daitih Thing Works," David Weingast
A Concerns-Based Approach to Curriculum Change, Susan LOUtki and
Harold Pratt
Guidelines for Better Staff Development, Fred H. '67-cidd and Steven R.
Thompson
The Developmental Approach to Supervision, Carl D. Glitkman

Stock Number: 61142272; 201 pp $9.00.
To order, complete and mall the order form that follows;
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Other ASCD Publications
on Supervision

BOOKS

Successful Teacher Evaluation Thomas L. Mc Greal
Describes eight common characteristics of teacher evaluation systems
that have proven effective in existing school districts, and discusses the
development and implementation of new evaluation systems:
Stock Number 611-83300. 161 pp. $8.75.

MEDIA

Evaluating Teacher Performance: Part I; The Process;
Richard Manatt explains a valid, reliable; and legal way to assess
teacher performance using generic instruments (included) and
performance analysis. He leads viewers through the process of
evaluating four real elementary and secondary teaching episodes:
60 min. Member; $195; Nonmember, $230.

Evaluating Teacher Performance: Part H. Teaching Episodes.
Consists of three more teaching episodes plus longer versions of two
segments of Part I, including third grade reading; secondary industrial
arts, sixth grade social studies; first grade reading; and secondary art.
60 min. Member, $195; Nonmember, $230.

Supervising the Marginal Teacher
Designed to guide school administrators through especially difficult
phases of the teacher perfomance evaluation process. Richard Manatt
describes the use of intensive assistance, progressive discipline; and
teacher dismissal, and advises a principal in the implementation of
these strategies: Packaged with a comprehensive leader's guide and
instructional materials booklet.
60 min. Member, $225; Nonmember, $260:

The Supervisory Process: Helping Teachers to Improve
Instruction.
Demonstrates a practical way for supervisors to work directly with
teachers to improve instruction: A teacher and principal simulate the five
stages of this process, which is based on the clinical supervision model:
the Pre-Observation Conference, the Observation, Analysis and
Strategy, the Post-Observation Conference, and the Post-Conference
Analysis. This program is designed to involve the viewer and to
encourage any persons in a department, team; or school who wish to
work together to improve instructional supervisory practices.
30 min. Member, $195; Nonmember, $230.
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Evaluating Teacher
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Teaching Episodes

$195. $230.

Supervising the
Marginal Teacher $195. $230.

The Supervisory
Process: Helping
Teachers to
Improve Instruction

$195. $230.

Avalisbio Hi Cassette, VI Beta, or Vs VHS)

Ordering Information
Complete form

and mail to:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
Department 1149
225 North Washington Street,
Alexandria, VA 22314

Please check form of payment:
0 Enclosed is my check or money order in the amount of $ (If paYMent is enclosed,

ASCD absorbs cost of postage and handling.)
0 Bill me. (Postage and handling extra: Orders from institutions and bUSinetsTaS must be on an

official purchase order form.)

Payment must accompany orders under $20.
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